Colby takes action follow

By KAITLIN
McCAFFERTY and
RYAN DAVIS

describe in any satisfactory way to
describe what happened. But
words are all we have/'
Father Phil Tracy, Colby 's
NEWS EDITOR AND EDITOR IN
Catholic
chaplain, was the next to
CHIEF
speak. "As most of /.us woke up
^
this morning)'we had an openness
In the wake of terrorist attacks to life, a cloak of safety surroundi, that destroyed New York's World ed us. Now : we are burdened by
:. ' ¦
Trade Center and parts of The existential wake."
Tracy wants the Colby commuPentagon in Washington/ leaving
thousands dead, Colby took sever- nity, whether they believe in God
or .not, to come
al steps ' to aid
¦students
together as a
and
community and
faculty
memto participate in
bers who may
concrete actions
been
ghave
affected by the
sitch as giving
blood, supportmost horrific act
of
terror
in
ing each other
and . "journey as
, American histobrothers and siscome
ters,
The
Golby
together as a
community has
community and
been spared too
* many losses, although many peo- show that we come together in
ple have been affected b y the love." .
Rabbi Raymond Krinsky spoke
attacks. The college is "nearly certain" that one alumnus has per- of fate. He said, "(Some people
ished in the plane that went down think that) things that happen to
outside of Pennsylvania, said us are' fated. .We sometimes try to
change that, manipulate fate...
President William Adams.
in the Pugh This time there was no way out.
meeting
At
a
%
Center 1 on . Sept. 11, President The people were caught completeAdams and other members of the ly unaware. There was no warning. As we think
faculty ana start
of faith,:. &_*#>
spoke to the
are* , things that*.,
gathered Golby
¦
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we.'
cannot
co m m u n i t y .
change.
Students
were
W e^% A common sight aroimd campus, students WQick
need to thank ¦¦ '•¦ ' - ¦ '" ? r
also invited to
¦
• ¦" - / . :¦ ' ¦ '. •' ' '
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God that we are
r share
their
¦-. community as I am today:- It . is a
alive." ; .
step away from the television. "Be; it," she said. -; .
'
. .. ' .
thoughts on the
;
"
During the sensitive to each other, he saTd.
'- Dean Janice Kassman and SGA .. - community where we can come
1day's events.
;
'
m e e t i ng,
Professor Cheryl Townsehd President' Jenn Coughlin walked together and cry and touch each
"This has been.: ; ' . '
R e v e r e n d Gilkes also addressed the' asserrr-];. up.6n "stage hand in hand- ,,
. ' other."
a
complicated
¦
"I'm holding Jenn's hand
Ronald MOrrell bled community. She spoke of
Coughlin spoke of the uni que
. and
upsetting
cautioned the events this magnitude imprison- because I . feel like I need to touch situation that students find them- day for all of us,"
student body to ing the .country.."Let lis strive not • students today," said Kassman._ "l>^ selves in: "We are all very young.
said
Adams.
^~"Words_^ are hard to find to . _ take Jime for themselves and to to let this event imprison our spir- have never been as proud crPtnis We have never experienced some"'
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thing like this before... I want to
take this opportunity ' to remind
you to let your loved ones know
how much you love them. This is a
good opportunity to take some-

See TERRORIST
continued on/page 4
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Coughlin, Adams deliver
Despite erroiv
State of the College Address Golby ranksW2S) in
U.S. News survey

By LIZ BOMZE

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

By ALEXIS GRANT

On Monday, Sept. 10th, Student
Government Association (SGA)
•¦President J.e nnifer Coughlin '02
and Colby College • President
William D. "Bro" Adams, presented to students and faculty their,
thoughts an'd p lans for the future
i of Colby in the annual State of the
College Address.
Coughlin, a history major from
Hamilton , Massachusetts, spoke
*. first. She started b y introducing
her colleagues in the SGA, including her Vice President, Alexandres
(Alex) Aldous '02; the two met last
fall during their jun ior semester
abrdad where they shared a flat in
London.
Before moving on to the p lans of
the SGA, Coughlin reflected open* ly about the various transitions
and "dichotomies" that we, as students, face as we move from "our
lives at home and our lives at
school, time abroad and time on
campus, weeks spent stud y ing and
weekends spent partying. Some
dichotomies," she noted, "are even
» institutionalized for us, such as
chem. ahd chem. free, social and
cultural."!
'. Overall , she exp licated that
• ¦ although we are "alway s ii\ one
realm or another/' she hopes that
"we can forge a greater connection
between our social and intellectual
hemispheres on campus. We must
remind ourselves that we are
uni que, bri ght individuals with
something to contribute to any
environment. You wouldn 't be here
if you didn 't have something spe-

cial aid package," $22,950, as
opposed to the "average need-based
gift award," $17,506. The 'tatter figColby was ranked "best value" in ure is the amount granted to stuU.S. News and World Report's liber- dents who receive financial aid ,
al artS | college rankings for 2002. while the greater amount also
Unfortunately, it was not true.
includes loans and campus job earnj College officials ' suspicion arose ings,
y. '
t
on Wednesday , after Teceiving an
"It was a completely unintention_.
advanre ennv nf • thp annual stirvpv
. _^
„.
_, _.
al,
said Parker
mistake,"
—, honest
results from U.S.
Beverage ,
News. Despite not FURTHER SCRUTINY
Dean
' of
appearing on last
Admissions
year 's "best value" REVEALED THE REAand Financial
list, Colby had risen
Aid, '
SQN FOR THIS MIRAC
to the top of the surU.S. : News
vey this year. Further ULOUS UPGRADElearned of the
scrutiny revealed the
error in time to
COLBY HAD UNITENreason for this miraccorrect
the
ulous
"best value "
upgrade- TIONALLY SUBMITTED
Colby had unintenrankings
in
tionally submitted INACCURATE DATA
their magazine
inaccurate data to TO THE MAGAZINE.
and on their
the
website, but
magazine.
Stephen
not . in this.
Collins,
Colb y 's
Director
of year 's edition of their ' college guideCommunications, informed U.S. book. Although Colby has alread y
News immediately upon recogniz- acknowled ged the mistake in a news
release, it is currentl y unknown how
ing the mistake.
"They appreciated us standing U.S. News plans to publicize the
up and admitting that we were at inaccuracy of the guidebook rankfault," he said.
ings.
This blunder will not affect
The survey compares each college's academic quality to the net Colb y 's 2O02 ranking in U.S. News
cost of attendance for a student who as the twentieth best liberal arts colreceives thff~nverage level of finan- lege in the nation. ,Last year, the colcial aid in order to determine which lege ranked nineteenth in the same
schools offer students the most for survey, Lnst year, Colby was (ied
their money, or the "best value."
Colby's error occu rred when the See US NEWS
college mistakenl y supp lied the
continued on page 4
magazine with the "average finanSTAFF WRITER
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SGA President J enn Coughlin addresses her fellow students Monday nig ht.
sponsoring .panel discussions on
significant issues on campus.
Such questions will be posted
on pamp hlets on tables in all the
dining halls every third week, such
as "should A ffirmative Action be a
'¦•fl
consideration in the college admissions process?" Several'days later,
di scussions will be held regarding
these topics.
Coughlin stressed that "nil opinions are welcomed nnd encouraged," She further commented that
she "stresses all because she thinks

cial about you,"
Moving on , she addressed
SGA's ideas for the 2001-2002 academic year. The general theme of
augmenting student 'dnd administrative communication was paramount , Coughlin and Aldous will
sit in Dana from 12-1 pm every
Wednesday so that members of the
Colby community will be able to
find ond talk to them easily.
Also, the SGA will npw be
^
cosponsoring more discussions
with campus organizations and

ISRAD SEYMOUR/ COLBY ECHO

tha,t sometimes Colby students are
afraid to discuss a topic they don 't
know much about or to voice a
conservative or unpopular opinion, and , in turn , this silence is misinterpreted as apathy."
¦"" Next , she addressed the progressions that she and Aldous have
made through SGA. Soon, she
assured, individual voice mailboxes will be available by, request.

See STATE
continued on page 3
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'The Deep End"
bottoms out with f ilm
critic Kate Carroll.

Loudness special: The.
history of alcohol &
Colby .

Electriceclectic band
to play tonight in
Coff eehouse.
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"Uncommon Sense"
"Adventures of Pedro".
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Latino heritage celebrated
By GAVIN O'BRIEN

p.m. entitled "The . Long Road to
Maine: Latino Migrants Speak." Two
or three Latinos will gather to share
The Latin American Studies their r stories and observations on
Program and SOBHU (Student being a Latino migrant in Maine.
Felipe Rodriguez will be giving a
Organization for Black and Hispanic
Unity) along with several other presentation in the Pugh Center at 8
j
groups on campus are currently plan- p.m. on October 4. Rodriguez is a
ning-events at Colby to coincide with dean and Musical Diversity Educator
National Latino Heritage Month.
at the University of WisconsinThere will be activities taking place Milwaukee. At Colby he will be prethroughout the month, which runs senting a musical journey into the
from Sept. 15 to Oct. 15. They will rec- internal diversity between Latino
ognize the contributions and experi- groups in the U.S.
Latino Heritage.Mbnth was initiatences of Latinos m America, while
promoting greater understanding of ed by Congress in 1968 as National
the diversity between Latino groups. Hispanic Heritage Week to encourage
The food, music, culture, and people the awareness and appreciation of
of the Latino community will be cele- Latino contribution to American culture. In 1988 it was expanded to
brated as the month progresses.
' The first event of Latino Heritage include the entire 31-day period
Month at Colby will take place oh between September "15 and October
September 20. Dana Dining Hall will 15. The dates were chosen to coincide
be the host for Latino Menu Night with several^ events important to
from 5 to 8 p.m. This wi_hfeature Latino history. Sepfefnber 15 marks
authentic recipes from students as Independence Day for Costa Rica, El
well as traditional Latin American Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras and
Nicaragua/ while September 16 is
food options.
The next Latino Heritage event Mexican Independence Day. In addiwill be a showing of the classic film tion, Latinos celebrate El Dia de la
"Black Orpheus" Sept. 26 at 7:30 p.m. Ra2a on October 12.
in
Keyes
105.
The
1959
On the purpose and meaning of
Portuguese/French
collaboration Latino Heritage Month, history proremains one of the most popular for- fessor Ben Fallaw comments that "it's
eign films of all time. It is a modern a time to celebrate .Latino, heritage
reinterpretation of the Greek myth of within the US." Fallaw is one of the
Orpheus and Eurydice that celebrates main organizers of Latino Heritage
the beauty, music, and people of Month at Colby.
While the college has had some
Brazil with the atmosphere of Rib de
Janeiro's CarniyaJ. The film show- activities going on during Latino
cased a ndw style of samba music later Heritage Month in past years, Fallaw
known as bossa nova, and its sound- says that there is now a larger budget
track hag sold million of copies: Black available for . sponsoring the Latino
Orpheus has been credited with the Heritage events. As a result "ttiis year
revival of U.S. interest in Brazilian cul- it's definitel y bigger than it was
' ture during the 1960s.
before." •
Bates College is also planning a
Coming up later in September, the
group that the Boston Globe ' called number of activities this year, but
"Boston's sublime ambassadors of Latino Heritage Month is still not
pan-Latin tradition',' will be perform- widely celebrated in Maine towns and
ing. The Latin sextet Sol y Canto will colleges. "Colby could be a trendsetput on a night of salsa music in Page ter," says Fallaw on the possibility of
Commons, starting at 8 p.m. on Latino Heritage Month catching on
September 28.
.
'
' elsewhere in the state,On October 3 there will be a panel
discussion in the Pugh Center at. 8
FEATURESEDITOR

U.S. N EWS: Colby s h p sa
notch in magazine's 2002 rankings
continued f rom page 1
with Bates " in the U.S. News rankings, but this year our neighbors in
Lewiston have sunk to #22.
However, both Collins and
Beverage emphasized that numerical rankjhgs are calculated in a subje ctive fashion, which makes them
somewhat unreliable.
"The idea of ranking colleges is
p roblematic when it is such a comp lex formula," said Collins. "Eyen if
we're not in the; magazine's 'best
value', rankings, Colby is still a good
¦ ¦
value." ' ' ' . ¦ •
President William; D. "Bro"
Adams agreed, "The ranking of colleges and universities! is a suspect
enterprise in any ease, designed
principally to sell magazines and
guidebooks, and We must not permit that enterprise io determine bur
sense of worth,"
Colby is also included in this
year's recently released Princeton
Review 's Best 331 College Rankings.
The college ranked
for "Great
Food," (moving ahead of perennial

ty

culinary
competitor Bowdoin,
which is at #6), //9 for "Beautifu l
Campus", #5 for "Gay Community
Accepted and fl5 for "Students
Ignore God on a Regular Basis."
In regards to the subjective
method for surveying colleges in
these categories, President Adams
said, "The Princeton Review 's rankings are based upon the anecdotal
comments of small numbers of
Colby students and should not be
taken too seriousl y by anyone."
Nevertheless, many members of
the Colby community continue to
take pride in the school's positive
ratings. "(Our food ranking) is a
reflection upon the staff ," said Terry
Laundry, Manager of FOBS Dining
Hall. "It's part of our culture here nt
Colby " .
Shannon Kell y, '04, commented,
"It's great that we are ranked well
(in Princeton Review's survey), but I
feel like there is potential for us to be
even better in all Of those categories."

New Colby program reaches
out to Waterville eommunity

By LIZ BOMZE

ASSISTANTNEWS EDITOR

*

Beginning this fall, Colby will create a new relationship with the
Waterville Community through / a
program called Colby Cares About
Kids (CCAK)- an academic year-long
mentoring" relationship between
Colby students and local children age
8^12.'Mentoring sessions will be held
biweekly for 45 minutes to an hour at
both the Alfond Yoixth Center (AYC)the location of the Waterville Boys
and Girls Club-and the Hall School
for 4th and 5th graders in Waterville.
CCAK is being orchestrated by
Teresa K. Hawko '01; whb works in
for the ann.povej^? program
AmeriCorps*VISTA, arid her supervisor, director of Career Services
Cynthia Parker. In addition;
Associate Professor of English Peter
Harris and several of his students,
Moira Bentzel, the guidance counselor at the Hall School, Lauren
Walsh of a child abuse and neglect
council called Families First, and
Associate Dean of Students Ron
Hammond;
Following the trend of Colby's
new ear for activism, the idea for
CCAK originated last year in Harris'
English Composition class. As Harris
explained at me information meeting
on Thursday, September 6th, he
"wanted to give his students a chance
to do a group research paper since
they had expressed interest in a class
with. 'career service learnhig.'"
That idea, in conjunction with a
request from the Boys and Girls Club
of Waterville to supply meritors for
"at risk" kids in Waterville, led to
Harris and others giving a successful
Power Point presentation for
President William Adams. Shortly
thereafter, his students began working with Waterville kids as both literacy tutors and consistent, positive
role models.
Bentzel explained that "'at risk'
heeds to be carefully defined. It does
not refer only to children from underprivileged households; it can. be biological, environmental, emotional,
academic, etc. There is a wide range
oi 'risk' because of the variety of stuNonetheless, Bentzel
dents."
explained, "these are great kids> who
bring great strengths to the program
and research has shown that the presence of one^constant person is his or

her life has a positive impact.
One of the three Of Harris' students that spoke on/Thursday night,
Rachel Tobie '04, stressed the importance of the mentors because "the
kids don't always have a constant
presence in their'lives."
Andrew Scull '04 added that it is
imperative to show up consistently,
and when you do, "it is amazing to
see the growth."
. 'li ..'• Desiree Davis '04 continued by

WALSH NOTED THAT
THE

PROGRAM

WAS

Student taken to hospital
following crash
Oil Sunday afternoon, 19year-old Laura Reese '03 oi
Trpy, Michigan was -tjaken to
issues such as low self-esteem and
behavioral problems. "Hopefull y,"
the hospital after she crashed
she added, "the mentor as a constant
her Jeep into a bridge on North
role model will develop good things
Street, according to Sergeant
so the bad things fall away."
Joe Shepherd of the Waterville
Tlieend of me information session
Police Department. Alcohol
was devoted to explaining the goals
was not a factor in the accident.
and logistics of the program. First,
. "She was not -seriously
Hawko defined a "mentor" as "a posinjured ," said Shepherd,
itive role model, who allows another
or
^person fo reach his her full-potenalthough Delta Ambulance
tial; however," she added, "mentors ~~ was called io the scene. After
are not there to save or parent them."
being transported to the hospiRather, the expectations are that
tal, she was treated and
those who' apply are willing to comreleased.
The airbags went off,
mit two hours per week for the acadand
the
car was extensively
emic year to one student.
damaged, Shepherd addedv
According to the pamphlet on the

ORIGINALLY GEARED
JJE FORJQO __ V ___ i .program^mentors areTi'expectedJcu^1
^
interact with the children primarily 7V
MENTEE^, BUT SINCE
in one-to-one situations, join mentees
OVER 300 GOLBY
in extracurricular activities, assist
^ mentees with academic work, keep a
'
STUDENTS HAVE¦/; TT
journal and attend mandatory periodic reflection sessions with other
SIGNED UP THEY
mentors facilitated by CCAK staff,
WILL BE ABLE TO
and attend a mandatory one-night
training
session on September 28th
ACCOMODATE MORE
before any mentoring occurs."
THAN TRIPLE THE
.1. -Hawko made clear that one-toorte
pairing is optimal, but there may
NUMBER OF KIDS.
be some cases where there will be
two mentors per mentee if the Colby
outlining her experience with the student has an especially busy schedproject: "I worked in a support class- ule. ,
Thus far, the only anticipated
room every Thursday with sixth, seventh, and eighth grade boys," she problem is transportation. At the
said, noting that, initially; she was moment, Colby ' does^nqt have ;a
mtimidated because they were not means of transporting mentors to the
responding' pidsitively to her pres- sites; subsequently,it is preferred that
ence.
mentors have their own transporta"they tion to either site (one's available
Eventually, however,
became reliant on me and started transportation is part of the applicajumping up and down when they tion). Alternatively, Colby will, prosaw me coming in; the door." And vide taxi vouchers on a limited basis,
despite the obvious positive impact and the Boys and Girls Club has a
of the mentors on the pupils,' . the van which could shuttle mentors to
three students continuously empha- and from campus, but it can be used
sized their own positive experience only at certain times of day. Hawko
assured, that the issue of transportaand growth.
, Speaking about the "Vision for tion is high on the agenda.
CCAK''„ was. Lauren Walsh, Vwho
The enthusiasm from both Colby
works for "Families First, a eMd College and the Waterville communiabuse and neglect council m ty is exceptional. Walsh noted that
Waterville. She asserted that the the program was originally geared
paramount goal of CCAK is "to build up for 100 mentees, but since over
resiliency and assets in these¦ kids' 300 Colby students have signed up to
. " . ..- '
lives," ' .
mentor they will be able to accommo"Resiliency" is both academically date more than triple the number of
emotionally
based. kids they had anticipated. "Our longand *
Academically, it incorporates tutor- term goal," Hawko said, "is to pair
ing and" scholastic performance com- every kid in Waterville with a menponents; emotionally, it caters to tor. You can be at risk at anytime."

Newest Oak Fellow helps
out victims
of Kosovo war
¦¦¦"

• • • .
-r^
By HARRISON LEAVENS is no freedom
& KAITLIN McCAFFERTY bound to (stay
STAFF WRITER & NEWS EDITOR

- The . Oak
Human
Ri ghts
Fellowship has been awarded this
year to Sevdie Ahmeti; an Albanian
Kdsovar distinguished for her human
rights work in the Kosovo region of
the former Yugoslavia. Ahmeti will be
on campus this fall as a scholar in residence to further her research and lead
a number of lectures and symposia
focusing on women and human ri ghts
in the Balkans.
Each year since it was established
by a grant from the Oak Foundation in
1998, the Oak Institute for the Stud y of
International Human Rights has
sought after individuals who have
notable ' experience on the ground
working for human rights.
"The rationale," explains the Oak
Institute website "is that these are the
people who most need a respite from
difficult front-line duties for the purpose of reflection, writing, and communicating their work to the campus
community.
Past recipients of the fellowship
have been from Pakistan, the
Democratic Republic of Congo,, and
Colombia. Although all Oak Fellows
have all been selected in part for the
level of personal risk their human
ri ghts work has involved, Ahmeti is
especially notable as she is the first
woman to receive the fellowship .
Although Ahmeti's work has centered primarily on ethnic Albanian
women and children war victims, she
has also been commended for her
extensive work promoting human
ri ghts across ethnic lines in the region,
, Ahmeti's work co-founding the
Center for the Protection of Women
and Children in 1993 has been instrumental both in providing a safe-haven
for victims of war and also for its documentation of human rights violations. Some of the evidence gathered
by Ahmeti has been used in the
International Criminal Tribunal on
Former Yugoslavia ih Tlie Hague.
. "There was no freedom of circulation (for women and children). There

XEWS BRIEI S

at all. Women are
behind) four walls.
Schools were closed for Albanian children. We were dismissed because we
belonged to our background. It was
apartheid," said Ahmeti.
Comparing the situation in Kosovo
to that of America in the fifties Ahmeti
said, "in replacement of color was
name, language. My last name was
what made me (unacceptable to. the

Serbs)."
Every day, Ahmeti would travel to
War fields and observe what was happening and later that njglit she would
document it and send it to many influential people all over the world.
'"At the beginning I felt like a spot
in the ' ocean. I didn't know how
important it was, I didn't realize it
would have an affect on the new history of Kosovo," said Ahmeti. Her
motto during this time was "Think
globally act locall y" which is what she
started her first class with.
In the beginning of her documentation campai gn she only sent emails
to one person, by the end she has over
1,300 email addresses that she has sent
her documentation to,
"I wanted to stay very neutral,
only using the facts so that It could not
be disputed. It was hard because so
many of my friends nnd' fnmily wero
killed. But I stayed neutra f and onl y
gave facts," she said." ( '
"That was my resistance. My hand ,
my pen, that was my resistance," said
Ahmeti.
Her war diary 1ms already been
translated into other languages and
the Sorbonne is being commissioned
to translate it into French. Her diary is

being treated as historical fact because
it is so neutral;
' Ahmeti was born in Gjakove,
Kosovo where the "most tragic"
things were happening she said.
However, she now lives in the capital
Pristina and plans to return there. "I
anTstuck to Kosovo. I was^he ot the
few active people to stay inside during the NATO strikes. I was terrified ,
but I wanted to morally support my
mates. I couldn't do anything. We
were all just waiting to be deported,
j ust waiting to be executed," said
Ahmeti.
This semester Ahmeti will receive
research support and various amenities, for the fall semester in exchange
for participation in the intellectual life
on campus. "I was very happy with
my first class, everyone participated.
The students were very bright. They
are our future because they are young.
(Students) will contribute a lot to the
world. Through my experience and
their interest, I believe that they will
learn much," said Ahmeti , "Any violence anywhere in the world concerns
anyone in the world, If we learn to
accept the differences between people,
the world will be. This is why I am
here." '
The Oak Fellowship is uni que,
exp lains Professor Mary Beth Mills,
director of the Oak Institute, because
it is "not a course of stud y, but instead
brings a human rights advocate to
campus, someone who is not primarily an academic but has devoted their
professional life to human rights."
"Tlie Oak Fellowship is still a new
program, this is onl y its fourth year in
operation but there reall y is more
energy every yenr," snid Mills.
In addition to attending Oak
Fellowship guest lectures, students
may also enroll in a one credit,
ungraded discussion section this fall
with Ahmeti.
Fellows are nlso encouraged to
take part in. academic life by making
appea rances in classes, collaborating
with faculty, and team teaching, For
more information on the Fellowship,
or for this year's events calendar, log
on to the Oak Fellowship website at
www.colby.edu/ onk/ .

Portland String Quartet
to perform
On Saturday, -Sept. 15, the
Portland String Quartet will
open Golby College's 20012002 Music at Colby concert
series with a varied program of
works. The concert begins at
7:30 p.m. in Lorimer Chapel.
The concert program will
begin with Franz Joseph
Haydn's String Quartet in F
Major, Op. 74, No. 2. It will also
include Maurice Ravel's String
Quartet in F^Major and Franz
Schubert's String Quartet in D
Minor --—'Death - and the
Maiden."
Pianist Donald Berman
¦ ¦ ' ¦:

Sept. 22

On Saturday, Sept. 22,
pianist Donald Berman Will
perform a concert of works by
composer Arthur Levering.
The concert, part of the 20012002 Mus^c at Colby concert
series, begins at 7:30 p.m. in
Lorimer Chapel. On Friday,
Sept. 21, J Levering, a 1976
Colby graduate;*will give a talk
on his music at 4 p.m. in room
154 of Bbder Art and Music
\- :"-'- -.
Center. I
' - ' ¦;' . <?
[
j'Whijte Lies' explores
I racism
The Department of Theater
and Dance iwlll open the 200102 season with a performance
of "White iiies" by Anne Sibley
O'Brien onJFriday, Sept. 21, at
7:30 p.m. in Strider Theater of
the Runnal^ Building. Written
and performed-by O'Brien the
solo performance explores patterns of white privilege, white
and
racism
supremacy,
through one woman's quest
for release from the appeal of
whiteness.

Novelist Suzanne Berne to
speak
T—OffTaesdayrSeprr25rnovelist Suzanne Berne will read
selections from her latest work,
"A Perfect Arrangement." The
reading will take place at 7
p.m. in the Robins Room of the
Roberts Building. In 1999
Berne received the prestigious
Orange Prize for excellence in
women's fiction for her first
novel , "A Crime in the
Nei ghborhood." Berne is a frequent contributor to The New
York Times Book Review and
currently teaches at Harvard .
New Oak Fellow to speak
The Oak Institute* for the
Stud y of International Human
Rights fall lecture series will
open with a presentation b y
2001 Oak Fellow Sevdie
Ahmeti. On Thursday . Sept. 20,
Ahmeti will present "Working
for Women and Human Ri ghts
in Kosovo." The lecture will
begin at 7:30 p .m. in the Robins
Room on the second floor of
Roberts Building.
A 56-year-old Albanian
Kosovar, Ahmeti has risked
her life hel p ing women and
children war
victims in
Kosovo. A librarian b y training, Ahmeti lias worked on
behalf of war victims for 14
years and founded the Center
for the Protection of Women
and Children in Prishtine in
1993. The Cen ter, of which she
is currentl y executive director,
now operates nine branches.

STATE: Coughlin, Adams look sf orwardto upeon ^g ^mr

~
wntinued .j r d mpA ge <T^-. ' ~^;

remain much the same: a residential, liberal arts, undergraduate
Additionally, they are working to institution; beyond that he said
create a support system and, later, only that "Colby should be deter^
a task force and a Bill of Rights for mined to be the best possible verthe more than 1O0 students on.cam- sion of itself."
Adams proceeded to outline
pus with learning or physical disabilities to establish a convenience four major areas on which he will
store on campus, and to create a concentrate his energies: academia,
shuttle service from Colby" to social life, admissions, and campus
Portland and Boston airports dur- development.
»
ing exam week.
Academically, he expressed
Furthermore/she outlined goals interest in expanding the types' of
for relations between Colby, Bates, "liberal learning" which take place
and Bowdoin;_principally the sec- on_jCampus, outlining three areas:
ond annual/ Colby-Bates-Bbwdoin project-based learning, such as stu(CBB) Diversity Conference in dent research, service learning,
March.
where students step into the comC o u g hi i n
munity beyond
ended her speech
Colby or even
with a point she ADAMS PROCEEDED
beyond Maine,
asked those preand
career
sent "to consider TO OUTlilNE FOUR
p r e p a r at i o n ,
with aft' open mind MAJOR AREAS ON
such as more
and think seriousi n t e r n s h ip
ly about after you WHICH HE WILL CON- opportunities.
leave here tonight. CENTRATE HIS ENER - A'd Jj f h i o ha 1
the
developmental
I propose
a GIES : ACADEMIA ,
adoption of
goals include an
Social Honor Code
expansion of the
SOCIAL LIFE, ADMISfor Colby stucreative writing
dents...in which SIONS AND CAMPUS
program, rein^
we define ourforcements to
DEVELOPMENT .
selves as indepenthe
environproactive
dent,
mental studies
persons, who are committed to the program, an introductiori of *a neuintegrity of our college and of . oui> roscience concentration, and buildSelves."
ing the reputation of the art proFollowing Coughlin's speech, gram and facilities.
President Adams spoke at length
In regards to the student social
about hisT-pIans for the future of scene and culture,"he proposed
Colby and his agenda for improve- four- central objectives: to enhance
ments to all facets of the college. the intellectual climate, to amplify
He spoke first ahcLforemost abou t the variety of» programs, to more
the Strategic Planning Process..
consider the diversity in the comA draft of ' the plan, which munity,and to heighten awareness
encompasses student cbncerns and of personal safety, especially in
rough sketches ; for the future of regards t(5 alcohol. - .:
Colby, will soon be available for
. Adams stated that he has "no
public scrutiny. Nonetheless, interest in making " the campus
Adams did stress; that this is a pre- atmosphere repressive" in regards
liminary document, and is, there- to alcohol, and that he "wants all
fore, bound to change.
students to feel their needs are recHis main goal is his "determina- ognized and supported by the coltion to ermancirthe Quality"of "the lege."TSJ eveTthelessThe" no^ted^that
educational experience that stu- some students feel that Colby 's
dents have here." Furthermore, he social life is one-dimensionally
is formally questioning.what kind dominated by alcohol and that its
of an ;institution Colby wants to be abuse is of great concern. For this
and-what, exactly, is the identity reason, he sees an urgent need for
and mission of the college. Overall, the college to provide "meaningful
he anticipates that Colby will alternatives and opportunities for

' ¦ . "" ' .
' ¦ •¦ '. . ¦y "' . - : ' ' .. ' '
President Adams outlines his p lans f or the coming academic y eqr durimg the State of t h e College Address.
all students."
Speaking next about admissions, Adams said that "the key
issues involve the size/ diversity,
and complexity of the applicant
pool." Enhancing the diversity of
applican ts is impera tive.; As a
result of this, Adams and Director
of Admissions arid Financial Aid,
Parker Beverage, have been work'Foirridatiori'rin
ing with^te^Pbs^e
New York, which draws to colleges
"new and diverse students." The
program, already in place l^^afe
Bowdoin and Middlebury, should
recruit approximately ten students
for the class of 2006.
For the final of the four focuses,

Adams summarized his plans for
campus development. Colby has
been working
closely with a
hi g h - p r o f i l e
architectural
firm in , Boston,
members
-of
which are consistently working ~on^pTans~for"
new buildings
and
renovations.
Presentl y at
the top of the
list is a new academic facility for academic and

Many freshmen tried out for Colby's
fall athletic program. Students come
bearing the titles of all-league, all-conference, all-district, and all state. 175
students were captains of teams .in
high school. And of course, there are
many accomplished skiers. They will
hopefully continue their athletic
achievements as' White Mules.
"(The incoming students) bring to
Colby talents in art, music, and theater;
accomplishments in speech and
debate,"' said Beverage.
The incoming class cares about the
community around it. There are many
freshmen interested in having majors
having to do with the environment.
Many first-years are interested in community service, both help ing the people of the community and the surrounding area,
"Let me just say," said Beverage,
"that each and every one of you made
it successfully through a very competitive ' admission process, and each of
you brings something special to
Colby."
The first-year students are a "very
competitive group" however, "if (they)
are like"the"Cblby classes which have
gone before (them), they will , work
together well, rather than pushing one
another aside," said Beverage.

I Be the Life of the Party ¦
H
Run for SPB
I

Beverage on class of '05

By KAITLIN McCAFFERTY

Dean of Admissions, when he gave his
customary presentation of the class on
Sept. 4.
Although Maine and
Massachusetts are still the best-represented states, over half of th lass is
from outside New England. ^
Trra^^ss
hails from 30 different countries as well
as every region in the USA.
The class is multilingual as well,
"You speak Serbian, Portugese,
Croatian, Romanian, Russian, Tagalog
Hindi and 20 other languages," said
Beverage. .
The class of 2005 is academically
inclined. Many scored perfect 800's on
verbal or math the SATs as well as on
SAT-II's. There were many 5's on AP
tests and "One of (the class of 2005)
earned A+'s in every single academic
subject throughout 4 years of high
school," said Beverage.
Not onl y is the class of 2005 smart,
but they also have a diversity of training. Students have done everything
from raking wild Maine blueberries to
participating in an archaeological dig
in the Middle East, to studying at the
Great White Shark Institute in South
Africa, to working as a" full-time
research assistant to a senator.
Many people say that athletes are
better students. This could be why the
students in the freshman class come
with a wish to participate in sports.

NEWS EDITOR

It is fall at Colby-College, despite
the unseasonable warmth, and firstyear students are "walking around in
large COOT groups. They have come
from all over the world and they are
ready to begin life away from their parents and confines of high school and
begin their journey of four years at
¦
'
„ .;¦.;' ¦ . .- .,
Colby
488 students- arrived on campus in
late;August and got their first taste of
Ccdjpy dorm life. 39 percent of the class
of 2005 were early admissions. The
class is 50 percent male and 50 percent
female. This year also has the most
international, students ever in an
incoming class. These students were
selected from a pool of over ei ght times
their size. 60 percent graduated from
public schools. There are also 13 transfer students this semester.
Students are here "from Great
Cranberry, Ilesboro, Chebeague, and
Mt. Desert; and from Manhattan, Long
Island, Staten Island, Hong Kong, and
Prince Edward Island. You come from
Butterfl y Town, USA,' the City of
Angels, the Bi g Easy, the Gateway to
the West, the snowmobile Capital of
the World, and the Lobster Capital of
the World," said Parker Beverage,
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world affairs, a new_ music facility, that this is a difficult discussion
expansion of the natural sciences topic and that he, thus, hopes to
facilities, and "build a spirit of openness, tolerthe relocation- - ance, and respect around topics of
of the psy- racial> relations, and to break
c h - o l o g y through any self-consciousness
d e p a r t m e n t surrounding these issues."
to a more
Finally, in-seeking forms of percentral loca- 'sonal outreach, he added that he
tion on cam- will be holding a series of almost
¦
~pusr
. ' ' -^weekl y "open lunches/'^where stuBefore tak- dents will be able to speak with
ing
ques- him about any issues or concerns
tions, Adams they may have.
turned. to the
"And my door," he added, "is
'
issue of cam- always open ."
pus diversity.
Like Coughlin, he acknowled ged

Information Meeting
Pugh Center
September 13th 8pm
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By GAVIN O'BRIEN

alcohol use. 90% of reported rapes
involve alcohol.... For Colby,perhaps
FEATURES EDITOR
the most significant Columbia study
finding placed the most extensive
--^Xolby students find themselves in binge drinking at Northeast, foura time of "Brohibition" T-shirts, fears year, private, rural colleges. 'In case
of a stricter alcohol policy,and rumors you haven't noticed, that pretty much
of hidden administrative goals . To describes us,' said President William
understand the . context of this Cotter." Also referenced was a study
response it is useful to delve into the conducted at Colby by the Dean of
past, consulting the pages of long-for- Residential Life. "40% of the class of
gotten Echo issues as theyJoaiment 19_9_4_said, they had engaged in
' changes in the attitudes, and policies unplanned sexual activity due to alco: toward alcohol that,have taken place hol as first-years." That year's issue of
the Princeton Review's college ratings
over the last-ten years.
Back in .1991, Student Activities quoted a Colby student as saying, "if
sponsored a forum where "over nine- you don't drink or smoke drugs,
ty percent of the audience acknowl- Colby will not be a very fun place."
edged that they knejv someone at This was shortly after Colby banned
: Colby for whom drinking was 'out of the delivery of beer cases to individual
control.'" The same year, the Student students' doors. At the time, Colby
Affairs Committee (SAO)prepared an was the^only college in Maine allowinfluential report on alcohol , use at ing private businesses to delive^ alcoColby. An issue of the Echo mbnri-994 hol to students without authorization
reflects on its suggestions and results: from tne school.
In 1994 the Echo ran a story with
"The SAC asked for increased'funding
for social life. The new plan called for the following information: "The Echo
an additional $50,000 a year, above the has obtained a copy of a memo from
$28,000 annually allotted to social life, Dean of the College, Earl Smith, to 12
to be distributed among Stu-A, the admimsttators -. . - . the memo recomCommons, and social funds. "Director mende.d .Qra§^c changes in.the Colby
of- Stu-A, Ben Torgensen, explained alcohol policy." Excerpts- from the
that 'the money was givenonly in [the memo included, "our being, labeled a
spring of 1991] to augment social pro- 'party school' increasingly becomes ah
gramming'. ... , Stu-A president Torn obstacle to taking the next step up the
N
Ryan , 96 said that, from all the records ladder . . . senior exit interviews indiof Stu-A he has seen, the new funding cated that the party scenes in resiand social plan was never implement- dence halls often make living condied." The college decided ftrestablish a tions intolerable . .. the type of stuNon-Alcoholic Programming fund dents we wish to attract-— students of
with a budget of $17,500" a , year, exceptional ability — are turned off by
$32,500 less than the funding increase the social .focus on alcohol.. . and the
anti-intellectual off-class atmosoriginally requested by the SAC.
The September 8,i 1994 .Echo phere." The college responded to conincluded some interesting statistics on cerns from students and aciministrathe consequences of alcohol abuse. tors by forming a Trustee Commission
The article cited a study by Columbia on Alcohol to evaluate .the Situation on
University's Center on Addiction and campus during the 1994-95 school
Substance Abuse, saying, "95% of all year and make recommendations for
violent crime on campus is related to changes.

TERTOm

nmniiy i^ac^ TXiesday 's
n a t k m a lf r ^
Contim^df ivmjMgel

thing negative and turn it into
something heartwarming."
Students'were given the floor
to comment on the situation.
Students from New York City, and
Washington D.C. as well as students who had ne.yer set foot on
the island spoke about the day.
"Today I had a bad day," said
one such student. He went on .to
talk about his disbelief in the situation and how "it was nice to
know that there was a place where
peop le got together as a community and.believed in good."
One speaker said, "If I
.was working
today, where I
had
been
working this
summer •' • I
would have
been one?, of
the
people
running ^yay/
cover; in dust
and „. deKrisV'
He went on to
suggest education, of .terrorist
groups arid support of the govern T
merit.'-• ' " ,_ .

. ¦, ' ¦.

,

¦ ' ¦¦

Students ' advocated calling
friends frpm' New York and simp l y asking how they are. Students
advocated peace, they spoke of
retaliation. One student who had
a brother and father who worked
in the World Trade Center advo-i
cajed not laying blame on one spe""
cifi c group of people.
Love and hate were spoken ' of
many times. "Hatred needs to
manifest itself in love. We need to
rebuild and heal first ," said another student.
"Today, remember someone
lost a mother, a child , a son. Be
thankful. Tomorrow is a new day,"
said one student at the meeting.
"We are the youth. We are the
people who have the power to
affect them," said another student,
"The world will be quite different after this," said Adams in conclusion.
In addition to the meeting,
Colby took a number of other precautionary steps throughout the
day on Tuesday, Taking into
account the large numbers of students fro m the New York and
Washington areas, the school set
up phone banks in the Dean of
Students office and the basement
of Hustis for those unable to call
relatives from- thehCiooms. Deans

ancl counselors were_ also- made
^
available in the pEbriei banksTtor
people . who needed to talk to
someone.
- "We actuall y didn't get a lot of
takers on the phone banks," said
Kassman. "But I think peop le
appreciated the gesture. Most students probabl y 'made calls from
their/rooms - I imagine there was
an immediate response to p ick up
the phone and call as soon as people heard¦ about what had happened." • ¦ ;
In 'addition.to the phone banks,
the Lorimer Chape"! and the Rose
Chapel were both opened for nondenominational
gatherings .with
Colby's chap lains
the
Pugh
and
Cente'r ? ,y/as designated ' a ' ^TV-free"
zone for/ students
to talk about what
happened without
b-sihg bombarded
by images ' of the
carriage. . , -:. ' ¦
\ "There ' Was ¦ a
pretty goodTlow of
<rt|ex>ple, through' botli the Pugh
Renter and , the .Chapel ," said
. Kassman. "Dining services , even
' brought refreshments to both
p laces without even being asked."
In spite of all these preparations, but stressing that she was
not try ing to appear too optimistic, . Kassman said, "so far, so
good. We haven't heard of any
tragedies directly related to Colb y
students and faculty, at least not
ri ght now. I haven't heard of any
familial tragedies ."
"We'ycr even had some young
alums who work in the World
Trade . Center call to say that
they 're all right," she added , noting that none of Colby 's programs
in Washington and abroad have
been affected by the attacks. The
number of deans on call nnd counselors was also doubled.
Kassman emp hasized that she
was "concerned not onl y about
students, but also about faculty
and sta ff ," some of whom have
children in the military " who may
be called to action in whatever
response the ,. U.S. decides , to
mount against the attacks.
"People have been very somber
today," Kassman said. "I' saw people walking with friends and sitting with their heads down. We're
all j ust stunned and in shock nt the
magnitude of this horror."

' ' ¦ ' • ' • ' • '' ' • ¦
' ' ¦
• . . • . ' , '\ ':¦ • • ¦ ¦' . ¦' : .' ':
.

Gatij yoM spot the keg in this p icture? Didn't think so, this photo is of' Loudness 2001, not Loudness 1998.
On September 12, 1996, the Echo olds or expanding the coffeehouse to 2
described the results of the Trustee floors wilLbe studied this year by. the
Commission. "The commission has College Aifairs Committee (CAC)."
mandated that each dorm have at Colby has since converted the former
least one substance-free lounge" and Marchese Lounge in Cotter Union into
parties must be registered with securi- the Marchese Bluelight Pub, and there
ty. "Drinking games, while not forbid- are currently plans to expand the cofden under the new policy, are banned feehouse into two floors for next year.
from all public areas." The commisDespite the changes made as a
sion called -for the Student result of the Trustee Commission on
Government Association to form a. . ' • Alcohol, the October 3 Echo revealed
Social Programming Board of elected that "evidence of continuing alcohol
students to "ensure a broader and abuse at Colby was prevalent again
more balanced social life." The new last weekend, proving that the Trustee
SPB was provided with $35,000 in Commission on Alcohol's report and
funds for chem-free events. The article ' new regulations have not yet reached
also stated that "the possibility of cre- its goal of a 'community of responsiating a pub on campus for 21-year- bility' on campus."

Conflicting opinions on alcohol at
Colby and what should be done were
widespread during -this time: In the
same issue of the Echo there appeared
two articles, entitled "Athletics
and
Alcohol: A Problematic
Combination?" and "Drinking is
Fun." The formerstated that "the correlation between alcohol and sports
continues to be a trouble -spot/ The
author of the latter article held a different vieyvpoint: "While those down
on the first floor of Lovej oy would like
to see athletes curb the use of alcohol
for teanv bonding rituals, the fact is
that if done properly, . parties with
alcohol can be a positive experience/'
. In 1998 Colby continued to grapple

LESLEY LOSS/ COLBY ECHO

-

with .issues of underage dnnking and
the role of law enforcement. After
complaints following some surprise
visits by liquor inspectors, "Colby
administrators met with representatives of the Maine Bureau of Liquor
Enforcement.¦;. to figure out how best
to meet the needs of both the College
and the State
The biggest question
that remains presently 'is how, if at all,
Colby will maintain a social life with
the constant threat of legal action
looming over the party host." The college administratioh sought to prevent
further conflict with the law, while not
intruding into the lives and freedoms
of the students This proved difficult
^
andTsstill at issue today.

Politics as usual: Colby Democrats
and Republicans look to year ahead

By DAN EGAN
STAFF WRITER

The two major political clubs on
campus,_the_Colby_Democrats_and
the Colby Republicans, are facing a
lull in the action this fall. There are
no heated political elections right
now and very few scandals.
Although not much political brouhaha iso stimulating the campus, both
groups are planning for the spring
and next fall to make their mark on
the political arena.
"This is kind of an off-year for the
Democrats," said the club's coPresident, Jay Trainor. Along with
his coresident, Dave Sandak,
Trainor has headed the organization
since last year. This year, the Colby
Democrats expect to have between
70 and 100 members and anticipate
progress for the club's future.
"There is no pressure for the
members to do anything. We try to
keep the atmosphere loose," Trainor
said.
As there are no major elections
this year, the Democrats plan to
focus more on this spring and even
next fall. Ipr the senatorial primaries
this spring, they plan to support, and
assist Senator Ken Gagnon, a democrat running for a Maine -senatorial
position. They also hope to give
Susan Collins, the Republican candidate, a run for her money,
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MTV documents University of
Nebraska student's tri p to Miss
America Pageant
Miss Nebraska 2001 alrhost'
missed the message:
"Hi,. We're MTV..." the answering
machine told her in June. They called,
wanting to document her life for a
few weeks as she prepared for her
chance at the Miss America crown.
"We decided to choose you. Please
call us ri ght away," the message
u rged. But Tin a Foehlinger didn 't get
the message until three clays later.
"I was out of town for nationals
for baton twirling ' when they called
me. I was really scared that I had
missed it, thnt they would choose
someone else. Hut I called then nnd
they really wanted to do the story."
Apparently, Tina is the epitome of
what MTV was looking for: a worldtraveling baton-twirling champ ion
from the Midwest with/an identical
twin sister named Tami.
"I never thought in a million years
I would be on MTV," she said,/'I jus *.
hope it shows the real me. It'll be
weird to be on national TV."

As far as on campus activities go,
Trainor said, "we would like to get
some interesting speakers in to talk
to the school this spring, but we
aren't exactly sure who yet."
Trainor is looking forward to
doing volunteer work with the
members ,crf,|heColby Democrats, as
well as; participating in debates on
campus with SGA .Vice President,
Alex Aldous.
Last year, the Democrats had a
considerabl y
busier
schedule
because of the presidential election.

IN

AN EFFORT TO

INCREASE INTELLEC TUAL DIVERSITY ,

.

BRUSH AND
THOMPSON STARTED
T HE COLBY HEROI A
CONSERVATIVE NEWSPAPER, BECAUSE
MANY OF THE PUBLICATIONS ON CAMPUS
ARE LIBERAL .
They made calls for Vice President
Al Gore, attempting to motivate pec
pie fo vote. They also partici pated in
literature distribution or "lit drops,"

which involves distributing pamphlets and other information to
doorsteps.
• Another one of their big activities
was fighting for the "Yes On 6"
proposition, which would give
equal °rights to gays and lesbians.
Trainor also aided Senator Gagnon
of Maine on his campaign.
, As far as the Republicans on campus go, Trainor says "They are fun to
jostle with and they serve a valuable
purpose."
The Colby Republicans, a group
that was restarted two years ago
after several years of "inactivity, are
one of the only conservative groups
on campus. They, too, won't begin
actively campaigning until the
spring, although they are planning
several campus events until then.
"We hope to become more of a
presence this year on campus," said
club Vice President, Peter Brush '03,
who helped restart the club two
years ago.
This year, the Republicans intend
\o do volunteer work of various
sorts', including hel p ing out at an
animal shelter. Last year was more
eventful because of the election; they
participated in lit drops as did the
Colby Democrats, went to a George
W., Bush rall y ar >d helped establish
internship positions with politicians
for their members. '
This fall will consist mostly of

individual job s and projects, such as
arranging internships, but come
spring they intend to "become more
clubiOriented," said Brush. They will
do volunteer work, lit drops, and
work with the primaries. The gubernatorial race as well as the senatorial
and congressional will also be a
point of focus. Next fall, however,
will definitely be more eventful
because of the upcoming races.
Brush and Colby Republicans
President Billy Thompson '03, contacted the Young America's
Foundation last year to invite conservative commentator Dinesh
D'Soufca to' speak on campus, which
attracted about 700 people, making
it one of the biggest attractions of the
year.
"We want diversity of thought,
not just race," said Brush.
In an effort to increase intellectual diversity, Brush and Thompson
started The Colby Hero, a conservative newspaper, because many of the
publications on campus are liberal
or democratic.
This year the Republicans will
have approximately 65 members
and hope that some will write for
The Colby Hero. When asked about
the Democrats, Thompson replied,
"We look forward to having open
and honest intellectual discourse
with another organization on campus."
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The Dail y Nebraskan commen ted,
"She'll get used to it."
George Washington University to
Cancel Classes During World
Bank/IMF Meetings
. George Washington University
will cancel classes and evacuate residence halls September 27th until
October 2nd during antici pated
demonstrations surrounding World
Bank nnd International Monetary
Fund meetings that Will be held that
weekend.
Although the meetings are scheduled for September 29th-30th, GWU
will close its campus for five days
because of the large number of protestors antici pated. D.C. officials
expect ns many as 100,000 visitors
and protestors (hat weekend.
"The challenge here is that you've
got a huge amount of protesters forecasted and you 've got barricades
through campus," said Director of
University Relations Gretehen King.
"It would be extremel y difficult to
continue operating on nny normal
basis at all."

Students are being asked to go
home or stay with friends off campus
or at Mount Vernon during the scheduled closure, said King,
According to the press release, the
University will also hei ghten security
in all GW . buildings beginning
September 21st. Studen ts and staff
will be required to show GWorld
cards nt the entrances to all residence
nnd University buildings, and will
not be allowed to host overni ght
guests who are non-GW students
until noon on October 5th.
King said, "this was certainl y not n
knee-jerk reaction. GW has hundreds
of people Working on the Universitywide plan, These decisions have not
been taken lightly."
Pomona Student Wins Position
as Class President by Promising
Monkey Servants
During his freshman year,
Pomona College student Nate Fischer
rariior class president. His onl y platform was thnt he sincerely promised
to provide disease-free monkey servants imported from Canada to every

freshman dorm room. "Yes, everyone
would receive a disease-free monkey
i
servant," he said.
He beat out five other candidates
on that a!6ne.
While he was not able to provide
the monkey servants, he did try to get
a monkey and professional carnival
organ grinder to come to the campus.
However, animal-ri ghts activists then
created a tremendous uproar and
Fischer soon began receiving hate
mail from colleges around the country and fro m Australia.
Try ing to redeem himself , he made
a pledge at the end of the semester
semi-formal dance in front of the
deans, students, and faculty, he
vowed that "the freshman class will
build a bridge to the next semester.
We will build this brid ge out of
garbage, Garbage that wc painstaking ly collect from around the campus.
The brid ge will go nowhere. It will
serve no purpose. But we will build
this bridge."
Compiled In/ Liz limine
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Skowhegan Art Exhibit offers eclectic mix

By KATE RUSSO
A&E EDITOR

In earl y July, faculty' of the
Skowhegan School of Fainting
and Sculpture had their work displayed at " the Colby Museum of
Art for an exhibition that runs
through until_ the 28th of October.
The show features a wide array
of mediums from Whitefield
Lovell's charcoal on wood to Allen
Ruppersberg's silkscreen on vintage movie screen. Each member
;.of Jthe faculty has an unmistakable
"
' .' ¦ ¦
' . . style.
.The school has become more
than just a school for painting and
. sculpture. Most of the # faculty
* work in mediums most would call
unconventional. The most striking
p iece in the show is Beverly
Semmes "Pink Arms", a 13x7x9foot dress made of velvet and
. organza.
Though not initially as stunning, Mary Lucier 's video
"Summer, or Grief/ 1998" is a hypnotizing depiction of the poem
"The Conversation" b y Allen
Grossman.
One of few painters in the show
is ahsfrarf artist Bru ce Pearson,
who in his painting "Who's to;Say
that a Shoe is Not a Piece i of
Sculpture " seemed to be a mockery of modern art, although his
own style is very contemporary.
The painting was done on

Styrofoam and is so highhr.textured it could be a sculpture in
itself. "- , ' :,¦ '¦¦
"The ' Skowhegan School of
Painting and Sculpture is one of
the most important and selective
art schools," exp lained Museum
director, Hugh Gourley. "Out of
1150 applicants, only 60-65 are
accepte d each summer." Because
of the reputation the school has it
attracts renowned faculty from all
over the world. Past faculty member of the Skowhegan school are
such well-known artists as Alex
Katz, Robert Indiana, Fairfield
Porter and Neil Welliver.
of ¦•' . the
Current
faculty
Skowhegan School live up, to the
high reputation of the school-as a

very diverse and talented - group.
Artist Vik Muniz is a native of
Brazil. He has had shows in
important museums and galleries"
such as the Museum of Modern
Art and the Tate Gallery in

London. Muniz's pieces on disp lay at Colby are photograph's of a figures made from chocolate
titlecf^'Cnicago- ~< After - Aaron
of"
Siskind
(from
Pictures
Chocolate-)"
With the exception of a couple
artists, most of the faculty,Jxssnx.
the Skowhegan School currently
resides in New York CJity. Gourley
said that he believes "the exhibit
shows students current artistic
trends in New York. This is very
contemporary stuff not nbrmally
seen in Maine."
Colby has been fortunate
enough- .' to form a unique friendship with the Skowhegan School.
Bill Cummings,"'-a ' co-founder ' of
the Skowhegan, also played an
important role in developing the
art collection at Cpjby, forming a
bond between • the institutions.
Since Cummings' death in 1975,
Hugh Gourley has been a supreme
player in keeping the connection
between
Colby
and
the
Skowhegan School alive.
Because the Skowhegan School
does not have it's own gallery, the
Colby museum facilitates for their
shows. In return Colby students
are able to see contemporary
works from accomplished artists.
Often times these artists become a
permanent part of the Colby collection. /
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Whiff ield Lovell's "Take This Hammer" is on display at the museum

Diversity and mstery doM

B_y._MICHAEL GREENBERG

STAFF WRITER j ' _

With a few gracious words
from music department chair Eva
Given
Lirifield
praising
Auditorium's new look, the Colby
Music Faculty kicked off the 20012002 season with a "festive meal of
sounds," as guitarist Carl Dimow
commented, claiming that his final
piece was clearl y "the dessert."
The festive Sunday afternoon
amidst
the
excitement
of
Loudness began with a Hindemith
(1895-1963) , Viola concerto with
p iano accompaniment, performed
by ' applied music associate Mary
Jo 'Carlsen on the viola and
Professor Cheryl Tschanz on the
piano. The first movement of Der
Schwanendreher, or "The Swan"
expresses the turhultuous motion
of an organ grinder, for many old
organs exlribitecr a statue, of a
swan that spun around as the
grinder turned the -wheel. The
hi ghly expressive piece used
many dissonances, swirling viola
lines,1 and heavy p iano asides to
portray the perpetual rotation of

an organ grinder.
This piece set the tone for the
which
showcased
program,
intensely modern/ regal, -traditional, and non-western musical ideas.
Applied music associate Karen
Beacham, [ Clarinet/ followed
Carlsert's performance with Elliot
Carter 's GRA, or "Game", for Bb
Clarinet Alone. This lafe 20th 'century work, Beacham exp lained,
illustrates the new direction in
Clarinet repertoire, which sought
to expand the . colors generated in
the sound as well as showcase the
player 's ability to sound play ful
even_when_using unconventional
techniques. The piece, through its
mix of staccato, or short, percussive, sounds, and legato, or longer,
smoother phrases was exactly . that
- playful.
Finishing the first half , applied
music associate Sebastian h&Qsch
on the trombone, accompanied by
Tschanz on piano, returned to a
more
classical
genre with
Ferdinand David' s Concertino. If
this p iece had to be summarized
in one, word, no doubt it would be
"majestic." Particularly with the

deep, brassy sound of Sebastian's
trombone, the work's three , movements mdved between a punchy,
^
fanfare-like theme and a regal,
legato tune.The. first half concluded with the Allegro Maestoso,
expressing the festive atmosphere
as another year of excitingj nusical
concerts begins on Mayflower
Hill.
The second half of the Faculty
Recital demonstrated the great
diversity of experiences by our
music staff. Jordan Benissan,
Colby's traditional African music
specialist, used drums and other
percussion instruments to perform
celebratory pieces, such as the
Nnwonkoro, a chant and rhythm
performed usually by~women at
funerals and other reli gious functions. Carlson assisted him with
additional instruments after brief
instructions from Jordan, as she
claimed she "hadn't played in a
year."
Continuing with the traditional
theme, applied music associate
Jean Rqsenblum on the flute introduced her selection by Katherine
Hoover (b. 1938) by describing her

pleasure in traveling with a few of
her. students to a music conference
this past summer is search of some
new instruments. To her deli ght,
Jean discovered a flute maker specializing in wooden flutes, and she
purchased a rosewood head joint,
which greatly alters the sound,
usually darkening it.
"I would-like to share my new
head joint with you," Ms.
Rosenblum said as she performed
"Kokopeli," a traditional Hopi
tune praising 'their native land.
The, darker and more "mysterious
tone suited the piece perfectly.
Concluding the afternoon program were two pieces as differen t
from one other as two works possibly-could be. Tschanz once again
graced us with her piano expertise, performing 3 preludes b y
Dmitri Shostakovich. This part of
the program was truly a liberal
arts experience, for Tschanz not
Only demonstrated her knowled ge
of piano repertoire - she also
delivered a history lesson.
These works b y Shostakovich
came fi ght before the darkest part
o'f his career - the Stalin years.

During ..this period, Shostakovich
was publicly humiliated and-suffered- mental torment as Stalin
ridiculed his musicianship and all
but tortured his contemporaries.
The
Preludes
dep icted
Shostakovich's interest in emulating as well as mocking other
styles, particularly those "of the
French Salon. The three together
showed a spectrum of emotions,
from melancholy, depression, and
anger to joy, energy; and humor.
Applied music associate Carl
Dimow, playing guitar, concluded
with the "dessert," performing
Louis Bonfi's "Gentle Rain." This
Brazilian Bossa Nova contained all
the elements of Bossa Nova, from
the relaxed beat and quiet intensity, to the catchy melodies of South
American music. It was a simple
p leasure"'- the perfect"ending to a
casual musical concert on an
unusuall y hot Sunday afternoon
in central Maine.
The Portland String. Quarte t
performs this Saturday as part of
the "Music at Colby Series."

New film scrapes "The Deep End" of the barrel

I'HOTOFROM WWW.1MDH.COM

* Goran Visniic and Tilda Swinto n sta r in "The Deep End," now showing at Railroad Square.

By KATE CARROLL
STAFF WKiTKR

*

Margaret Hall , (p layed magnificentl y by Tilda Swinton) lives a
wonderfully average life - three
t kids, naval offi cer husband , and a
house on Lake Tnhoe. But all that is
'about to change when, on her
morning walk, Margaret comes
aci'oss the dead bod y of her seventeen year-old son's much older
lover, sleazy ni ghtclub owner
Darby Reese, (Josh Lucas, "You

Can Count on Me," "American
Psycho").
Of course she does what every
mother would do - assume your
son is a cold-blooded killer, thrbw
the body in a boat, sink it in the
lake, get rid of the dead man 's car,
and pretend like nothing ever happened. What parents will go
through when they are worried
their children are homosexual.
If you are wondering why I
gave away wh,at seems like the
whole movie, don 't fret - all of this

happens in the first twenty minutes. What follows proved to be a
very long hour and twenty-five
minutes.
What leads up to this killing is a
car accident involving son Beau,
(Jonathan Tucker, "Sleepers," "The
Virgin Suicides") and boyfriend
Dnrb y. Of course mom finds ou^
assumes son is in terrible trouble
(which he is, but, honestly, what
teenager isn't), and setp.' 'about to
put his life back q<_ $rack.
Beau Is a very1 gifted trumpet

player being courted by many fine movie, if you ask me). Margaret, of
schools in New England , and course, has to try to raise the
Margaret wants to make sure his money, deal with Alek, etc. etc. I
future isn't permanently damaged found it all rather boring and way
by a fling with some guy from too mushy.
Reno. Margaret goes
\
Although
to Reno to confront
the characters
Mr. Reese, at which THE THRILLER PART
have
the
time he offers to
potential to be
stay away from IS OVER , NOW WE
very interestBeau in exchange ENTER WHAT ;
ing, the story
for $5,000 (I told
takes a nose
you he was sleazy). REMINDS ME OF
dive
rather
Margaret storms out MANY
quickl
all
and
y
, MANY LIFETIME
and
returns
to
character
Tahoe.
ORIGINAL MOVIES
development
|That , evening,
stops. The one
ROLLED INTO ONE... I
Darby shows up
exception
and tries to tempt FOUND IT ALL
might
be
Beau. Beau ' goes
G o r a n
with hirn to the RATHER BORING AND
Visnjic's charboathouse and a WAY TOO MUSHY
acter, but there
fi ght ensues. They
could be an
hit each other, play
argument
rough and tumble, and then Beau either way on that one.
runs inside, past a waiting and
The film has excellent cineconfused Margaret. The audience matography, but the editing and
sees ,, that Darb y fell onto the sound mixing is amateur at best.
anchdir, but unfortunatel y mom "The Deep End" also has probably
does not - instead she jumps to the the worst fake trumpet play ing I've
natural conclusion that not onl y is ever seen. The story has its
her son gay, but he is also a mur- moments but does not follow up
derer.
on them to keep the audience inter1 So what' s left after such an
ested, We all more or less know
action-packed beginning ? Not very earl y on what is going to hapmuch , The thriller part is Over, now pen in the 1 end.
we, enter what reminds me of
If you are into lifetime, (televimany, many Lifetime Original sion for women, as the'say ing goes)
Movies rolled into one. Alek Spera , - go see it. If you want to get a
(Goran Visnj ic, "RR" ) wanders into quick peak nt boy-on-boy sex, go
the picture to try and get $50,000 see it. If you like to look at pretty
out of Margaret because of this ( lakes and mountains - go see it. If
Jovel y little tape he has of Beau and \ you want to see a thriller - see the
Darb y having sex, (which turns out 'first twenty minutes, then go rent
(to be fairly graphic for an R-rated "Diabollque" or something.

Today- Sept 13
Colby Imprpv
^
Auditions: 4-6pm
* SGA Films:
Lovejoy 7-] 1:30pm
%LU: Mary Low
Coffeehouse 8pm
Friday- Sept 14
• SGA Films:
Lovej oy 7-11:30pm
* Drive-in
Movie/ Great
American Dance
Party Dana Lawn
8- l lpm ~
¦
Saturday- Sept '?

'^ l ^^^K.
* Spin Art
Frisbee: Johnson
Pond l l:00-3pm
* SGA Films:
Lovejoy 7l i:30Dm
* Portland
String Quartet:
Lorimer 7:30
Sunday- Sept 16
* Chapel
Services: Lorimer
Chapel Lounge
12-6pm
Monday- Sept
17
* CS
Colloquia: Mudd
405 4-5pm
Tuesday- Sept
* Folk Music

Gathering: Mary
Low
Coffeehouse 79:30pm
WednesdaySept 19
\ * Yoga:
Cobum Lounge
3-4:30
* Film Society
1
Movies: Arey 5,
7:30~10pm

ULU to play atMary mmcoffeehouse

Racism, Shakespeare
and slapstick: this
semester in theatre
TBr^fet'.^srees—
¦- ¦¦
.

K STAFFVVIUTER

'¦'- ' The Theater and Dance Department,
"along with Powder and Wig, are offer"ing a diverse lineup of productions for
the fall season. Productionsrange from
-farcical"comedies to Shakespearean
v tragedies and will challenge both actors
"<and audiences alike. Special guests to
> the Strider stage will also add both vari-ety and ingenuity to the upcoming the¦•¦' ,. .-' -/¦ater season.
.
laywright
v
Actor ancLp
/Anne. Sibley
' O'Brien, along with dirraof^Michael
'-Rafkinand stage manager Kate O'Neil,
" will be offering the one woman show ,
' -'White Lies". As" bom playwright and
•--sole actress in the piece, OBrien hopes
1
to bring issues Of raceand oppression to
ihe foreground,' not through the eyes of
a person of color but from a white perspective. Issues such as why white people are. sucked into racism and how
they suffer because of it are addressed
„ by the production.
In conjunction with the _ perfor., mance, a series of workshops will be
offered involving the playwright, stun dents and faculty. From these workshops an ensemble piece willbe created
,., and performed. "White Lies" will be
., performed on September 21st at 7:30
•
v ;p.m. m the Strider Theater The ensemthen
be
debuted
on
.;
ie
piece
will
, p
,
also
at
7:30
in
the
September
22nd
(i
Strider Theater.
. ; "
^¦;' - .
The
next
productions
scheduled
for
r
the Theater and Dance department are
^
two Shakespeare classics, "Romeo and
^
• Julief and "As You Like It," A visiting
' \ ensemble
Shenandoah
called
¦Shakespeare Express will perform the
• Shakespeare-, classics.: The Iroupe has

"^^^^H^^^^^^^^^^^^^^__r^^^^^w^H9|H_^^^^^^^^^H_i|^^^^K|^

performedfaT the T_dmburgfFr'ringe
Festival in England, andjedeved outstanding reviews 'for their work.
"Romeo and Juliet"' will be' performed
On October llth arid 12th and "As You
Like It" will, follow on October 13th.
Each performance will take place at 7:30
in Strider Theater. : u_ _ _ '
Also in the works is Shakespeare's"A Winter's Tale," which will be directed by Adjunct Associate Professor of
Theater and Dance, Richard Sewell
Written late in Shakespeare's career, "A
Winter's Tale" " combines tragic and
comedic elements to tell the story of a
man whose life falls apart, but in the
end, "time, nature and a duster of extraordinary women... restore the ravaged
world/' These performances can be
seen November 16th, 17th and 30th
then December' 1st at 7:30 in Strider
Theater.
Powder and Wig will, be offering a
student written .¦produdten_j aitided"Bedrooms and Corridors." Playwright
Noah Charney 02' was inspired to write
the fardcal slapstick comedy after
spending a spring semester in London
on the Colby theater program. In
London, Charney saw many "heavy"
plays with lots of emotion and difficult
themes. In response, he created a script
meant only to entertain much in the
style of the Marx Brothers. The show
wilbbe performed over parents' weekend, October 26th through 28th, with
evening and matinee performances in
the Cellar Theater.
Reservations and ticket purchases
can be made through the Theater and
Dance website at www.colby.edu/theater. Tickets are $2 for students and $3
for genera]admission.
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By KATE RUSSO

Member, Scott Chasolen plays
Rhodes, clavinet, organ and the
A&E EDITOR
moog. Aaron Gardner plays tenor
New York based band ULU ij i*alL-----s'ax^phcTie-flnd--flu;te,-David Hoffman- be playing this coming weekenefT^ p lays drums, and Justi n Wallace
ULU, considered a funk band has ' plays the bass.
_ ;
' The band is currently working oh
been together f o r three years practicing a style they consider to be both their third CD, a live album called
"electric" and "eclectic."
:' . ~2Sli^ "Live at the Wetlands." The album is
The choice of instrumentation in said to capture the band's raw sound.
the band is certainly eclectic.
ULU has toured with such artists
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more familiar than their name, as
they have p layed ABC'.s "World
News This Morning" and such
primetime shows as MTV's "Real
;
W6rld"lfiTd "Rbad-Rules. "- -: ;—
The band will be playing on
Thursday the 13th in the Mary Low
Coffeehouse at 8pm.
;
• For more information about the
band, log on to wwwuluinet.
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as The Mickey Hart Band, De La
Soul, The Jazz Mandolin Project and
Oteil Burbridge of the Allman
Brothers. "~~"~" . ' ' "' .
"Ml V praised thTT5and~by saymg7
"ULU is fast becoming New York's
favorite funk ensemble."
The Chicago Reader said, "this
New York based quartet revitalizes
the idea of a modern jamband ."
The music of ULU may sound
I
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College rankings arbitrary and meaningless
¦ ¦¦ '
.

.

i

In U.S. News and World Report's 2002 survey of the best schools in
the country, Colby was named America's 20th best liberal arts college,
tied with Hafnilton College in New York. (For the record, Bowdoin
was number five and Bates was number 22.) In addition, The
Princeton Review ranked Colby among the top ten schools in America
in the categories of best food, campus beauty,- gay acceptance and
agnosticism. What does this all mean?
The Echo maintains that it means little, if anything. Ranking colleges against each other is more or less an exercise in futility and
salesmanship, as President Adams told the Echo this week. "The
ranking of colleges and universities is a suspect enterprise in any case,
designed principally to sell magazines and guidebooks/ he said. "We
must not permit that enterprise to determine our sense of worth."
Amen. , ¦
The Echo is less concerned about current students developing a
complex about being ranked 15 spots behind Bowdoin, than we are
about-the-importanceplaced-on these random numbers by prospective students. We cannot help but think that there are students out
there who take these subjective rankings " as immutable fact, and
whose campus visits and overnight stays can be skewed by thinking
that Colby isn't as "good" as some of our fellow institutions.
That may seem to suggest a level of shallowness on the part of college-bound high schoolers, but if the Princeton Review's online discussion board (www.review.com) is any indication, it isn't entirely
unfounded.
The whole idea of ranking colleges eliminates the notion that certain colleges are better for different people. While college ranking
publications surely stress this fact, it isn't emphasized nearly enough
in the face of the monolithic, complicated , poorly explained and strictly stratified lists on the next page.

New volunteer program signifies welcome change
We are extremely happy to see the success of the Colby Volunteer
Center's new program, Colby Cares About Kids. In the past, Colby
students have had a reputation for being relatively apathetic concerning the need for community service in and around Waterville. It
would seem that the college really only took an interest in serving
those iniieed once a year, on "Colby CaresDay.'' Now, students seem
to be waking up to the realization that there are many in the community around them who could benefit frbfn a smiling face and a helping hand.
Community service isn't needed just once a year. People don't
need food and clothes just at Thanksgiving and Christmas, and they
don't need a helping hand just when Colby students decide it's convenient to offer bne.
The "fact that CCAK attracted nearly three times the number of volunteers expected speaks volumes about the changing attitude of
Colby students. It's great to-seeso many people getting into the spirit of volunteerism and reaching out to help those in need all year long.
This truly signifies a hew and welcome change in the meaning of
"activism" at Colby.
, .
. While the application and training process for these volunteers will
be rigorous, we sincerely hope they will feel inspired and buoyed by
the sense that they're doing it for a really great cause. As a firial word
of encouragement, we say to them, "To the world you may be just one
'
person, but to one person you may be the world."

''Colby Left" Oversimplifies
World's Problems
1 was very pleased to read Ryan
Davis's column in last week's paper;
not only was it very well written and
articulate, but Davis makes a very
valid and relevant point in his critique of what he refers to as the
"Colby Left" (which I would prefer to
refer to as the "Colby Far Left").
I have found this considerable
portion of the student population
admirable in their passion" but
deplorable in their approach-it has
been my opinion that the political
ideology of the 'Colby Far Leff is
based almost entirely on a righteous
presumption that humanity's salvation Ties in the philosophy of the
extreme left, rather than on the reality that nearly all of the world's probr

Letters

lems are extremely complex, and can
not simply be solved by fundamentalism. .
Thus, although the ideology of die
far left may seem less heinous than
that of> its rightist counterpart, it carries just as little intellectual weight as
does the opposite extreme arid must
be equally disregarded.
The D'Souza incident is a vivid
example of the Far' Leff s inflexible
righteousness. I could stand about
ten minutes of it before I was so
embarrassed by the conduct of the
crowd and the intolerant atmosphere
that I. had to leave. The disrespect
shown to D'Souza was appalling,
and we're talking about disrespect on
the part of students and professors
alike, and by a crowd that, alarmingly,wasjlomitiated by Colby's ethnic

THE POLITICAL IDEOLOGY OF THE

"COLBY

FAR

LEFT"

IS BASED ALMOST
ENTIRELY ON A

RIGHTEOUS PRESUMP-

TION THAT HUMANI-

TY 'S SOLVATION LIES
IN THE PHILOSOPHY
OF THE EXTREME

LEFT.- -;: '

and cultural minorities.
It was too bad. Though perhaps

The Next Step:
.
Understanding, Not Retaliation

such extremes?"; the answer, it economic and political trends, and
seems to me, is a feeling of power- blame the United States.
Despite some successes in prolessness. This is by no means a jusLike most people, my first reac- tification for murdering thou- tecting the environment and
tion to the tragedy of Tuesday, sands; however,
improving qualiSeptember 11," and the massive I sense despera- THE DISTURBING
ty of life, globalloss of hurrian life was one of hor- tion in the deeds
ization (with the
ror and profound sadness. Unlike that could only REALITY IS THAT THE United States at
others, I'did not have any close come pu t of the HIJACKERS REPREthe forefront) has
friends or family in metropolitan repeated frustradisplaced milareas for whom I was immediately tion of one's SENT AN EXAMPLE
lions, increased
and
concerned. In trying .to deal with needs
disparities
in
OF A SIZABLE NUMthese emotions and make some desires via tradiwealth,
and
sense of this horrific event, I found tional channels. BER OF PEOPLE WHO deprived many
Why were the
myself considering the situation of
of the power to
those who carried out these acts of World
Trade FEEL POWERLESS
make basic deciCenter and the OVER THEIR
extreme violence.
sions affecting
It might seem strange to exam- Pentagon targetthem and the
ine the perspective of the perpe- ed? This very LIVES...AND BLAME
ones they love.
arid THE UNITED STATES.
There is also
trators. For starters, it will proba- symbolic
severe bitterness
bly take weeks or months to figure conscious choice
out who is ultimately responsible. reflects a deeper
and f eelines ot
Also, the terrorists must have been resentment felt by many in the injustice within the Islamic world
at least in part deranged to carry face of world economics, global- over the US's"support (both militarily and otherwise) of the Israeli
out such a heartless act on their ization, and US foreign policy.
fellow human beings.
The disturbing reality is that state, which has been occupying
Nevertheless, the important the hijackers represent an extreme and settling land in Palestine and
question for me is not so much example of a sizeable number of elsewhere. Also fueling Arab feel"Who is responsible?" as is that of people who feel powerless over ings of impotence is US policy
"What factors pushed them to meir'Tiyes, are swept up in larger towards Iraq: the on-going trade

misguided (and no one was really
given the chance to decide if he was),
what I heard in my brief stay was
refreshing in its originality,frankness
and diverse perspective.
It is clear that radieal:change is
necessary in our world-the plagues
of extreme inequality, environmental
degradation, and corruption are an
embarrassment to humanity. It is
going to need a whole lot of passionate people in the next century, but
such intolerance will render meaningless any effort noble fervor may
inspire,, and will relegate it to the
obscurity in which extremism dwells;
we must be practical, thoughtful,:and
informed in our zealotry.
Jay Trainor '04
Co-President, Colby Democrats
embargo affecting thousands of
civilians and bombing operations
(as recently as 1998) that ' have
made UN peacekeeping operations much more difficult.
As much as I would like to convince myself that- the events of
September 11 could not happen
again, I know that this is not so.
The only lasting solution will
come from understanding the root
causes of these attacks and working toward solutions; while taking
defensive measures may lessen
the severity and damage, they Wi_l
not solve the problem and in some
cases, depending on the scale (i.e.
a Missile Defense Shield), may
actually provoke more acts of
aggression.
It will not be easy to acknowledge some of the unpleasant consequences of US policy and think
about ways to rectify them, -yet
this is the only true means of prevention. Violence arid retaliation
will only beget more of the same.
Ryan Swank '03

^

The end of the revolution Political malapropisms

By ABE SUMMERS

every month, every day- outsiders
plagued me with the three questions.
"How can you do that?" "Who teaches
you?" and, "How do you socialize?"
Not uncoinmon was: "Thaf s legal?"
Defying the common philosophy that a
child belongs in school was difficult,
demoralizing, and even degrading.

reflects recent'school shootings, and a
new availability of knowledge (the
Internet).
The 184th assembly of Colby's
Yet I believe it was the trailblazers
incoming freshman took place on
who truly changed misconceptions
September 4. Inside the white walls of
and brought ihe homeschooling phiLorimer Chapel, 488 of America's
losophy into the mainstream. I am a
brighteststudents sat yawning as Dean
part of those chosen f ew who dared to
Beverage lauded their diversity. They
take the road never before traveled.
hailed from fair and wide, speaking 30
(Still, I was by no means the first. At
languages, excelling in athletics, TODAY ALMOST
least one girl who was homeschooled
enriching their communities. They EVERYBODY KNOWS A
preceded me at Colby, the Admissions
were African-Americans, Asians, and
department revealed.)
HOMESCHOOLER.
Hispanics. There were even four
In some ways the Dean's joking disBulgarians.
turbed me. I doubt he recognizes the
THERE ARE ESTIThey were from large schools and
energy and dedication many people
^
small academies and, joked Dean MATE^THAT-A-MIL^
(my mother, father, my tutors and
Beverage, there was even one home- LION OR MORE CHILmyself) devoted, to help me forward . In
schooler, who had no classmates at all,
spite of the fact that I've been out of
I am that homeschooler. The single rep- DREN ARE CURRENT-,
homeschooling for two.years, I realresentative of my minority among the
ized during the Dean's comments that
LY HOMESCHOOLED.
Colby Class of 2005. The joke gave me
I will always be a homeschooler. My
divided feelings, and I hope this article
mother's dream has been realized.
will help my readers to understand
Yet the _easy manner with which
I stayed with homeschooling until
why.
Dean
Beverage joked also reflect sucmy senior year, when I spent a year in
In 1988, when young Abe Summers Germany as an exchange student. I cess. It makes me proud to be able to
began homeschooling, it was a dark then waited a year before applying to say that. Perceptions have changed. So
and murky path to follow. My mother, college. \
although many of my followers may
believing in homeschooling's potenhas
one
day attend Colby, they will never
In recent years homeschooling
tial, dedicated herself to my liberal changed. 'Today almost everybody experience tire pressure, the rejection,
education. Members of a then tiny, knows a homeschooler. My sister Wolf, and the frequent isolation that I, the
extremist community,we knew every now 12, hasj a tremendous network of pioneer, overcame.
homeschooler in Philadel phia, and friends comprised solely of homethey\ could be counted on two hands.
schoolers. There are estimates that a
Homeschooling was not an accept: million or more children are currently
Abe Summers is a columnist f or the
ed way to educate children. Every year, homeschooled. Partly this growth
Echo. '
STAFF WRITER

cross party lines
Lexicon
Devils

Noah Charney
This weekly column will be
dedicated to adventures—and misadventures—in language. That is,
unless I feel like writing on something else. But, for the time being,
I would like to present a series of
columns on various inadvertent
maulings of the English language.
This week, the focus is on the misspoken word of political figures.
Let me begin by saying that
public speaking is difficult. Let us
not forget the pressure that these
politicians face from the press and
public. The very phrase "The
Press" sounds as if they are out to
crush their victims beneath a vast
weight of stones. Or, perhaps, a
weight of words.
, It is no wonder that the mass
media love to take advantage of
every linguistic tri p-up made by
those in power. It is an American
pastime to take joy in bringing the
mighty back down to earth.
Let it be for the reader to

decide, whether these malaIn one of , his speeches^ -Mr.
propisms are borne of the pressure Quayle tried to quote the motto of
of office, or the pressure of hot air the United Negro College Fund
on the brain. It is not for me to cast ("A mind is a terrible thing to
judgment. I simply present the waste,") but could not quite recall
very amusing evidence.
it. Instead, he firmly announced,
The following phrases were "What a waste it is to lose ope's
actually spoken by these political mind, or not to have a mind is
figures, and have been recorded in being very wasteful. How true
public addresses.
that is." And he made his opinion
One cannot look far into the clear, when he said, "I believe; we
world of political tongue-trip- are on an irreversible trend
pings without stumbling over for- toward more freedom* and democmer Vice President Dan Quayle: racy. Buf all that could change."
While he is a most obvious victim,
Not to overlook members of the
his words are too wonderful to Democratic Party, I turn now to
omit.
Bill Clinton. Clinton let his prejuWhether it be setting the record dices be knowri when he said, '1
straight on the constitution of believe that this country's policies
Congress ("I support efforts to should be heavily biased in favor
limit terms of members of of non-discrimination." His error
Congress, especially members of here does not leap off the page, as
the House and members ofcthe do some of the others, but the subSenate,") or the level of intimacy tlety is part of its charm.
approved of between family memWe know what Mr. Clinton was
bers ("Republicans understand trying to say. But it would have
the importance of bondage been much less fun had he sakl it
between parent and child,") correctly. A member of the Clinton
Quayle has done America a great staff once proudl y exclaimed ,
service by offering himself, albeit "We're going to have the best-edu! against his will, as the sacrificial
' lamb against which all dummies See DEVILS: continued;on
, are compared.
";
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Putting it off: The story of a reformed procrastinator
Uncommon
Sense
Emma
JMcCandless
As the school year picks up
speed, deadlines for our first
papers near, nnd our reading lists
expand by leaps and bounds, I
can't hel p but think how easy it
would be to put everything off till
tomorrow and go for a walk in the
lovely fall weather. Or go shopping for room decorations at WalMart. Or go watch a .movie with
frlehds. You get the idea; you're
probably thinking something similar yourself. The truth is, most of
uu would rather be doing any-

thing other than what we reall y
should be doing.
Friends of mine have a poster
in their room that reads,
"Procrastination: Hard work often
pays off in the end, but laziness
always pays off now." I'm sorely
tempted to agree. Procrastination
can be quite rewarding. Think
about it: instead of , pouring over
organic chemistry problem sets or
reading the complete works of
William Faulkher, you get to work
opuhecuralng your dorm's Snood
champion or |ivatch "American
Pie" for the fifth time. (And, as
everyone knows, it needs at least
that many view frigs for its true
artistic value to be fully appreciated.)

However, procrastinating really
isn't a Very good idea. I know that
say ing this makes me sound like
your parents, or your professors,
or the guy who wrdte that college
survival guide that's now serving
as your doorstop. But I'm speaking from experience .
I was a classic example of a procrastinator last year. I was very
careful not to schedule any classes
before 10 a.m. I studied for exams
the night before, sometimes even
the morning of. I skipped as many
assigned ("readings as I could conceivably get away with, and I can
probabl y count on one hand the
number of problem sets t did all
year. And, by some" miracle of
God, I ended up doing all right.

But I've reformed. I think it's
these last two weeks that really
did it for, me. I came back here
with a striking feeling of dread in
the pit of rny stomach. I was taking on five classes and way too
many extracurricular activities. I
had no idea how I was going to
handle it all and stay sane at the
same time.
Then it hit me. I was going to
have to get organized. I was going
to have to get things done on time,
or ahead of time. I was going to
have to learn to do what I had
spent most of my life avoiding
dping:,, manage my time. And I
have, so fa r. I'm amazed at how
organized I've become, and how
much free time I've gained by

staying on top of things. And it's
not just that I have more free time;
I enjoy it more, because I'm not
feeling guilty about all the things 1
really should be doing.
It may be true that you get a little break from the stress of classes
by putting off your work until the
ambiguous "later." But (and be
honest) are you really enjoying it?
There will always be that little
voice in the back of your head
telling you what a horrible person
you are for wasting so much valuable time. It's very easy to recognlze--it probably sounds a lot like
your mother. And that little voice
takes away ever so much from the
enjoyment of your "stress-free"
game of Snood.

Besides, it's going to catch up
with you. You know it is. It 's a'fact
of life, kind of like that law of
ph ysics that says, "For e\fery
action there is an equal and opposite reaction." Except in the case of
procrastination, the reaction Jsn't
equal. You may get rid of stress
temporarily by putting off your
work, but around finals, or maybe
midterms, it'll come back on you
times ten. And trust me, it won't
be fun.
Now then. Don't you have
homework to do?
^
Emma McCAndlessJs^he Echo
Opiniotts Editor.

DEVI LS: politicianstalk f unny
State Assembly leader accused,
"We .find ourselves in this pickle
cated American peoplfjjn thef because you bought that jar and
world!" If s tough to argue with filled it not with pickles but with
waterl" Um, yes...
that sort? of logic.
Former president Gerald Ford
And then there's the Bush family, without whom this cqlumn defied the laws of physics, when
would~ be decidedly shorter. he said, "If Abraham Lincoln were
George Senior expounded on alive today, he'd roll over in his
America's economy, when he said, grave." When an earthquake dev"We're enjoying sluggish times, astated a part of California ,
and not enjoy ing them very Governor Edmund G. Brown
much." Eliminating any confusion moaned, "This is the worst disasabout how the election would go, ter in California since I was electBush said, "It's no exaggeration to ed!"
There is a contingent of lawsay that the undecideds could go
one way or the other." Thank evading)- fast-talking politicians
—iwho are truly deserving pi.the title
goodness he cleared that up.
When Walter Mondale chal- of "Lexicon Devils." Former New
lenged George Bush publicly/ say- York City mayor David Dinkens
ing, "George Bush doesn't have made things clear when he said, "I
the manhood to apologize," Bush haven't committed a crime. What I
replied, "Well, On the manhood did was fail to comply with the
thing,' I'll put mine against his law." Former Michigan governor
anytime." Thanks, but no thanks, George Romney clarified his own
situation when he said, "I didn't
t"eorge.
say that I didn't say it. I said that I
Bush's
greatest
malapropos
still
J
poggles the mind. "My running didn't say that I said it. I want to
tnate took the lead, was the author make that very clear. "
of the Job Training Partnershi p "¦ The absolute winner of. the
Act," he said". "Now, because of a Lexicon Devil Award in Politics is
j ot of smoke and frenzying of former Mayor Daley of Chicago.
jj luefish out there, going after a He outshines his opponents with a
drop of blood in the water, nobod y barrage of linguistic ineptitude
j cnows that " If anyone can explain and even invented words that
sound as though they 've leapt off
that to me, I'd be thrilled,
1 George W. has been good
the pages of a Dr. Seuss book.
"I resent your insinuendos,"
enough to carry on in his father 's
footsteps. "We all must hear the comes to mind as one of his best.
universal call to life "your neigh- And the English language is richbor just like you: like to be liked e^for having the word "insinuenyourself!" Amen to that; In a do" added to its lexicon. In referheartfelt speech to the working ence to law enforcement, Daley set
class Of Ariierica, W. assured, "I the record straight. "The police are
know how hard it is to put food on not here to create disorder. They
your family." Try it while they're are here to preserve disorder!"
In an inadvertent geography
asleep, George. They move
lesson, Daley announced, "No
around less,
i And when it comes to mixed man is an Ireland." In a heated
metaphors, Dubya has the market debate, Daley cautioned "I don't
cornered. "We ought to make the want to cast asparagus at my
^
j ie higher," he explained about opponent." I'm sure his opponent
he US economy, and, "We can't was relieved to hear that.
Daley explained America s
ake the high horse aind then claim
he low road." And perhaps his troubles best, and-most optimistiinest turn of phrase, "Will—the cally,:when he said, "Today the
tighways on the Internet become real problem is the future." And
nore; few?"
finally, "Good communication is
! But truly the best of the best essential, even if it isn't clear."
That 's for sure. :
come from less prominent 'politicians/ A Minnesota legislator once
{remarked , "Being in legislature is
Noah Charney isa weekl y
columnis t for the Echo.
ho bed of gravy." On the food
front,' a Democratic New York

continuedIfrom page 7

Laying it on the line
Like many colleges that don't
have "Bob Jones" on their seals,
Colb y lies somewhere left of center on the political continuum as
far
as the "bod y politic" is conMatt
cerned.
That is certainly not a bad
Guy-Hamilton
thing.
The
college environment,
^—^—~
.
. .
' ,
I'm
sitting
here
at
my
especially
desk
try6ne
isolated in central
I
ing to think of a witty way ?to Maine, has always been conducive
begin what I hope will be the first to ideas commonly associated
of many columns for the Echo and with the political left. I haven't
the creative waters lie still...maybe done any research for this column,
it's the .swill pouring out of the TV so I won't even beg in to conjecture
in , the guise of the yearl y wh y that is-to many, the idea that
American traged y: The Video colleges are on the political left is a
Music Awards.
truism.
I "Get Your Freak On", sounds
I've always been able to. find
bad enough played on the radio merit in most of the ideas of those
after being anesthetized in the on the left and , at the same time,
recording studio. Missy, donM I've always been able to find some
pompound the
fault. That's not to
problem
by
say that I choose
Ringing live. I USUALLY , WHEN I
to identif y with a
promise
no WROTE FOR THE
p articular politi|nore ¦ thinl y
cal party .^ as 4he
Veiled attacks PAPER, HPWAS
same may be said
6n pop-culture, BECAUSE
for the ideas of
SOMETHING
at least until I
the ri ght. I supi n t r o d u c e AT SCHOOL OR IN
pose I j ust have
myself.
my own peculiar
THE NEWS HAD
i My name is
way of thinking
Matt
Guy- ANNOYED ME
about issues that
Hamilton and
does not fit neatl y
jl'm a first-year ENOUGH TO MOTIinto a made-to(an euphemism VATE A POORLY
order category. I'll
"freshjfor
leave it up to my
from CONSTRUCTED , SARfaan "?)
readers to figure
(M assachusetts. CASTIC COMMENTARY
out my political
written
JI' ve
leanings by readVarious, inconing my columns. I
gruous columns for my former won't make it too difficult.
[school's paper back home and I'd
I'll use my column to address
|ike to continue here, with a sli ght- various issues, political or otherly more consistent tone and wise, Each week I'll put my ideoltheme, Back home, I wrote spo- ogy on the line and probabl y
radicall y fpr my school's paper, a aggravate some people, if for iio
school that bears striking resem- other reaspn than to provoke some
blance to Colby.
kind of response and make sure
i Usuall y when I wrote for the that there is a different view for
paper, it was because something at peop le to survey. Hopefully peoschool or in the news had annoyed ple will enjoy reading the column
• me enough to motivate a poorl y and enjoy occasionally ' disagreeconstructed , sarcastic commen- ing with it because, as Echo editorItary. I'm hoping to take a some- in=chief Ryan Dnvis commented,
what different route here at col- there is no fun in never being challege and write a regular column lenged,
i
¦In . the , spirit of my column 's
W
i ith the specific goal of challenging people, as nebulous ns that title, I am going to try and keep
friay sound.
the discourse fun. I am sure I
| From reading the column wchi't be able to persuado,.everyjregafding the vocal Colby Left, as one to agree with me one way or
(well as from eavesdropping on another, but here's to having good
Various conversations, I gather conversation.
. j that Colby also shares a lot in com-i
Matt Guy-Hnmilton is.a weekly
jmon politically with my other]
columnis t for the,, Echo,
school.
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Is underwea r really necessary?
The
v
Adventures "
of Pedro
Clifton Bullard
Pascal writes, "We are fools to
depend upon the society of . pur -fellow-men. Wretched as we are, powerless as we are, they will not aid us; we
shall die alone. We should therefore
act as if we were alone."
Now let us turn our thoughts, to
matters mundane. Underwear, or
more accurately its absence, has been
heavy on my mind this past week.
Last weekend I discovered a
Colby sub'cultuferhereforto" unkno^yn
to me." Forgive mejor my naivete, but
I'd always assumed that everyone
wore underwear. It seems that I am
the weakest link. A sizable number of
your fellow Colby students are going
commando.
Perhaps you too, dear reader, are
not wearing any underwear ri ght
now. I've done some research on this
topic in the past few days and have
been amazed at the liberal views
many Colby students hold towards
their undergarments.

Conor Beliveau 04 gave me my
first insight into this semi-common
practice with a half hour lecture. "I've
been going without boxers completely for about 6 months now. I sort of
dabbled with the idea last year when

I ran out of clean boxers." It seems
necessity is the mother of this invention.
According to Eric Lisk '03, "When
it's all dirty, you've got to do what
you've got to do." This sentiment was
echoed by Elliott Katz '05, "Oh yeah!
It's not like I practice it all the time,
but if the boxers run out..."
But there are many others like
Conor who have completely abandoned underwear. Conor has fully

converted his roommate, Parker
Thompson '04. Pete Girard '02
laughed at my disbelief when he
revealed that he hadn't even brought
underwear to school. Now that's ball' ;.: . ' .. ; ' . " .;.;:
:¦ .
sy
.
Also, there are a large group of
fair-weather commandos. Anna
Sommo '04 says, "I definitely don't
wear underwear in the summer."
Tom Rogers "*04 explained that it's a
temperature regulation thing. "It's
ju st nicer to have some breeze down
there." Tom then offered the following unsolicited anecdote, "Sometimes
I go to sleep with boxers on, and
wake up naked. I guess I just take off
my clothes in my sleep." Hmm.
From my research, Dan Cummins
'05 gets the Most Hardcore award. He
pleasantly announced, without introduction, "I'm commando ri ght now."
He then confided that when ski racing, he doesn't wear anything under
his speed suit.
The YKK Zipper Company doesn't have many friends amongst the
naturalists. Robby Moore '03 warns,
"Swinging is fine, that's fantastic, but
you've got that strip of metal ' with
those sharp teeth ri ght there. .It's not
worth .the risk." Marley Orr '04 concurs, "Jeans without underwear sim-

ply doesn't work." But Guru Conor
demurs, "With a little attention, it's
not a problem," .
The womenfolk have an easy solution. Several girls told me that they
have their favorite dresses and skirts
that lend themselves .' to simplicity.
Elizabeth Turnbull '04 explains,
"With a dress, I will happily go without "'" ¦'
So what can be learned from all
this? Is underwear necessary? If you
are playing sports, the answer is a
resounding yes'. Well, almost. Skinny
dipping is the unanimously favored
(but rarely practiced) mode of summer swimming. Also, there is compelling evidence that a large number
of Colby students favor sleeping,
nude. But' I digress. The choice of
whether to wear or not to wear seems
to resolve itself into a comfort issue. I
tried it for a week and was surprisingly impressed. It's funny how
something so trivial has the power to
shock us. It is perhaps more telling
that we as a'culture are so afraid of

our bodies. So, dear friends, I invite
you to try it for a week. Until next
time... .
Clif ton Bullard is a, weekl y
:¦columnis t for the Echo.

Three foundations : study, service, benevolence

By PATRICK BENTON
STAFF WRITER

To be in a business where what you
think is put into material form is one of
the most daunting endeavors. Your
words live on not onl y in the minds of
the people who may read what has
been pri nted, but you endeavor on a
kinship with the reader. Emotions are
evident-we smile when we are happy,
cry when we aresad * grimace when we
are in pain-but to bear your thoughts
on what might last for posterity in a
garage or for a week on the bottom of a
birdcage is to forever allow someone
into your mind. "The Holy of Holies,"
"Sanctum Sanctorum ," whichever
phrase one mi ght choose to refer to
man's consciousness, it is infinitel y his
until the Vault is unsealed and opened
for nil time.
As I begin this particular new voy

age with this new audience, I guarantee I'll "call to port" on any number of
subjects: perhaps things ephemeral
and timeless;" amusing ' and serious;
political, ethical and philosophical.
Throughout it all, I hope to make my
own consciousness open to you, and
hope that you will do the samejb y
respondingto my columrtsrTnere is( an
abundance of mutual enrichmenti- • in
such a relationship.
I share with you this week a princile
p that means something to me.
According to tlie' "'fathers of my faith ,
the world rests on three1 foundations:
stud y, service, nnd ' benevolence. I
believe I am safe in say ing that we have
no desire in further lingering on the
subject , of stud y. And, from every
account possible, Colby students are
the best with regard to service.
However, have you had the opportunity to really consider benevolence?

Al Corey Music Center

—,—r-—

ment to the well being of your fellow
student through peer mentorship or
simple acts of consideration. An abundance of opportunity exists to do not
onl y service, but to conduct your
actions with a predisposition of good¦
ness.
:
I was reminded of something very
imp ortant in an Eng lish class that
helped influence my first subject.
Emerson considered being ori ginal not
what was diffe rent or never done
before, but what originates from inside
us. In closing, I wish you the best of
luck in doing the best this week: that
which hns an ori gin from within, Just
promise me you won't put this particular page down on the bottom of a cage.
Patrick Ben ton is a columnist f or the
Echo. "
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At fi rst glance, it would seem that
benevolence is an extension of service,
Alas, benevolence is far more~by even
the dictionary standard , it is a disposition to do good, not just an, act of goodness. That benevolence is in the hearts
of most at Colby is not in doubt, but
now, as nature will soon return to her
period othib.ernation, we must enliven
benevolence within ' ' ourselves. As
leaves change color, recognizing and
exposing the beauty 'of the trees, we
must turn our thoughts to our fellow
man, recognizing and exposing the
humanity in all of us.
If you have not had the opportunity
alread y, now is the time to make the
commitment to give full y of your skills,
talents, and energy. Now is the time to
decide that a community project organized through the student volunteer
center is particularl y worthy. Now is
the oppor tunity to make a commit-
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•Orle adjustable bod
w/massage feature,
$100 OBO
•one wooden desk ,
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Call Pat at 465-2284
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Philip R , Poulin , O.D.
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Attn: Colby Students!
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Colby Women's
Soccer comes up
^hort^n^ame^-By CHRISTINA
DOTCHIN
?-
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The team opened NESCAC play with a 1-0 vie- ¦'"
tory over Amherst. The Lady Mules had hot beat- -^
en Amherst since 1992. Amherst was also ranked id
eighth, nationally, in. Division III.
r^— ~

Despite the incredible display
of perseverance shown by the
women's soccer team last Sunday, well," said O'Donnell. "At times
the Amherst Jeffs stole the game we dominated the game." With
with a score of 2-0. The team was the White Mules only trailing by
led ont& the field b y . captains one goal it made for an exciting
Michelle Mancuso '02, Abb y remainder of the gameAt the beginning of the second
* Kussell '02, Katie Egan '02, and
Elizabeth Rice '02. As the Lad y half, Colby came out strong with a
—Mules-took-the-field-j ao-onexQuld fs^ guick_shj)is_ on netjo Jet the
have guessed that their team has Jeffs know the Mules would not
endured so many iriju ries^.these relent. However, with 53:22 minutes . into the - second half
-past few "weeks.
"Even though we had many Amherst's Cathy Poor '04 scored
injuries on our team we felt pre- their second goal.
"The heat was a big factor for
> pared and ready for the game,"
, said Mancuso '02. "Our trip to us/' said Egan. "However, we
Europe gave us
passed well, and
I'm confident that
the opportuniwe will have no
ty to play as a
trouble scoring
team against
goals this -seastrong competitors, get fit, and
son."
Throughout
give us a sli ght
the half excellent
advantage over
teamwork
was
our opponents
this season."
d i s p 1a y e d
between sweeper
The Mules
were pff to a
Stephanie Hicks
'03, and goalgreat start as
tender ' Kussell
the
defense,
'02, who made
lead
by
many big saves
Ca p t a i n s
. Mancuso, and Kussell, did an for Colby.
"Overall we are happy with
excellent job keeping the Jeffs
away from their net. Amherst's our p lay. We came out strong the
first goal was scored at 35:00 in first half , but lost , some of our
the first half by the Jeff's Leslie composure in the second half,"
Curren '05, and assisted by Laura said Kussell. The Mules finished
Raybound '02. Big attempts were the game with 15 shots on net to
? made by the Colby offense to even match Amherst's 16 shots on net.
The Lad y Mules will challenge
the score by the end of the half.
"We outplayed them in the first the Wesleyan "Cardinals this
~"haif,"
said
captain
Eganr Saturday at H a.rn. on their home
"Unfortunately, one mistake that field. "We p lan to clean up some
things-defensively," said Kussell
we made cost us a goal."
Also making some big plays on. '02,. "We also have tp.Lput the
offense was the mules two-time, Amherst game behind us, and
* .regular-season, league-leading continue to work hard.".
scorer, Christine O'Donnell '03.
"I thought we p layed reall y
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VOLLEYBALL: three wins
highlight s trong f i r ts weekend

continued f rom page 10

season, some ranked teams, if we can
learn to finish strong and close out
these games we could have an excellent season,jreally turn some heads."
The Lady Mules opened their season this past weekend with a tournament in Providence, Rhode Island at
Johnson and Wales University. The
Mules had a successful weekend
going 3-1, losing only in the champi'
onship to Bridgewater State.
m preliminary round action the
Lad y Mules were 3-0. In their first
game, after a slow start, the Lady
Mules dominated UMass-Dartrnouth
for a 3 games to none win't30-26;'30r15. 30-15). In the second : game the
Mules dispatched of Johnson and
Wales in similar fashion, three games
to none (30-15, 30-25, 30-21). In both
contests the Lady Mules were led by
setter Kimberly Prescott '04 and outside hitter captain Amanda Cuffio
'02. Prescott had a two game total of
59 assists, 26.digs, and 5 aces. Cuffio
filled the stat sheet,with 12 kills, 26
digs, and 11 aces" over me two gariies.
Providing a solid defensive effort in
the second game was Melanie
Newton '03 recording 14 digs. In the
third game the Mules continued to
dominate as they handled Lasell

¦

'

'

"

CPPPTAT iQ
OX^X2/V^l-r_.J_.i3

College relatively easy winning in 4
games (30-7, 24-30, 30-14, 30-23).
Mary Hill '05, 13 kills, Abby Stella
'04, 10 kills, Alyssa Henley -04, 10
kills, all played solidly for the Lady
Mules. Also Prescott set the single
game record at Colby for aces in a
garne," serving five.
After preliminary round play the
Mules moved onto the finals against
Bridgewater State. TheJadies_could
not pull it off, falling 3 games to 1.
The Mules were shorthanded as a
freak injury kept Kimberly Prescott
from playing. Coach Parent was also
absent as she took Prescott to the hospital for her hand injury. However
Parent said in her abscence the team
gave a valiant effort. She said Laurel
Burnham '03 stepped in arid played
tremendous at setter. "Her versatility
was put to use and she could not
have performed better," Parent said.
Coach Parent was happy with the
opening weekend play and hoped
the tournament could be a measure
of things to come. "Overall it was; a
good""Weekend, we have a very
important set of games this weekend
and need everyone to get healthy."
The Lad y Mules open up their.
NESCAC season playing Bates,
Trinity, Wesleyan, and Connecticut
College at Bates this weekend ,
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—^Free Wine Tasting—
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Women's volleyball
off to promising start

Women harriers hard at work

By MIKE MELOSKI
SPORTS EDITOR
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Women 's cross country warmsmp-bef ore their meet this p ast weekend.
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Colby women's volleyball is coming off a season in which they finished 20-18 and placed eighth in the
NESCACr The loss of two senior
starters willhurt the Lady Mules but
a strong nucleus of seniors and
underclassmen return. Captains'
Amanda Cuffio '02 and Anne Tricomi
'02 lead the team. Cuffio is one of the
most successful players in the program's history. She is "a; fouf :y"ear
starter and four-year all-NESCAC
player. Along with being allNESCAC she has received several
all-New England and all-state honors. She paces the Mules offensively
and defensively from her outside hitter position. Tricomi; is a two-year
starter who provides solid play from
the other outside hitter position and
also brings experience and leadership. Coach Candice Parent is happy
wjth her captains and realizes that
with "their leadership and overall
strong play the loss of the seniors will
be diminished;
Parent said her team would rely
heavily on a group of sophomores
along with the seniors. Kimberly
Prescott '04 is the setter arid the
Mules offense will rim through her.
Prescott saw action last year and
Parentstatedr-shais an excellent set
ter and will provide our offense with
many , chances to be successful."
Abby.Stella '04 and Joe Schroeder '04
will "both play middle. Both are
strong hitters and Parent said,
"Schroeder is an excellent athlete and
she has picked up Jhe position so
well." Finally Alyssa Henley '04 will
play opposite, the position opposite
the setter. Parent said she played
very well as a freshman -and this
could be hei breakout season. All
these sophomores will have a huge

impact on the Mules Offense but
Parent was not-worried about their
youth, "with our captains and their
leadership and the time the young
players saw last year we have plenty
of experience, youth will not be a
problem."
Melanie Newton '03 and Laurel ,
Burnham '03 pace the Lady Mules
defensively. Both have experience
and will play the position of defensive specialist. Parent loves Burriham
_'s_athletidsm.and versatility, "she is a
good athlete and can move to setter if
we need her, her versatility is irreplaceable on the team."
:__ _ Parent said the Lady Mules have *
some very clear goals. The first was
to qualif y for the . NESCAC championships. The top eight teams qualif y
and Colby finished right on the edge
last season. Parent also stated, "it is;
imperative that we improve our
record inside the NESCAC." The
team was seven games below .500 in
the NESCAC, a better in league performance and post season play is
assured for the Lady Mules. Parent
also stated that Colby would really
like to beat hated rival Bates. She said
Bates has beaten them 7 or 8 times in
the last three years and if the Mules
want to be a top team in the NESCAC! t
they need to dispatch their top rivals.
. Parent said two things were very
importanLm_meeting^Jthe_te_anvls_
goals. The first was staying healthy.
She said, "with little preseason time
to prepare for our season we have littleTfijuries that need to heal and we
need to stay away from the bigger;*
injuries that will make\Ae teamJo.se
its consistency." Parent also clarified
her team needs-to improve its play in
close* games. "We lost some; very
close games to some good teams.lasf'

See VOLLEYBALL
continued on page 9

Field hockey upsets Amherst
's soccer
Men
in Beckwith's first game
suffer s tough loss

By GEOFF WARD &
MIKE MELOSKI

By MIKE MELOSKI

MANAGING EDITOR & SPORTS
EDITOR

The Colby field hockey team
will begin the 2001 season under
the leadership of an interim head
coach. Brenda Beckwith will
attempt to guide the White Mules
jin the same manner in which she
led Winslow High School to five
state championshi p' s in 1993,
1997,1998, and 2000.
Beckwith's debut as the coach
of the team was nothing less than
spectacular, The Lad y Mules upset
Amherst 1-0 to take the opener on
their NESCAC schedule. Amherst
was ranke d #8 in the nation in
division III and 1992 was the last
time Colby posted a victory over
them.
The Mules scored the onl y goal
of the first half when Marcin
Ingraham '02 netted her fi rst goal
of the season at 20:51 on an assist
from Lyndsny Peters '03 and Kell y
Welch '0,4. From there, relentless
work on the defensivj c end kept
the Lad y Jeffs out of the scoring
column and allowed the Lad y
Mules to p ick up the upset,
The defense was Jed b y a p henomenal performance in goal
from Carrie Torrisi '02. In front of
her Lauren Rodier '02, Mary Zito
'02, and Wend y Putnam '05 all
gave tremendous effort and
superb performance .
Captain Becca Bruce '02 felt,
"we just wanted it more , • we
p layed with more heart , more
desire, and worked harder thnh
Amherst did. "
The Lad y Mules surprised
Amherst by scoring first. Amherst
was not used to coming from
behind and didn 't play like a teniri
that was down. The Lad y Mules
also used their depth to thei jAdvantage. The majority of the
Lady Mules saw action nnd left
the team fresher late in the game
when they needed to hold on to
the lead,
The Mules are read y for
Beckwith to propel them to a win-

SPORTS EDITOR

Coach Mark' Serdjenian was dead
on when he said there would be a lot
of parity in the NESCAC and several one-goal games. The Mules suffered a tough loss 2-1 to Amherst to
open their season Sund ay, The game
was a story of two halves.
' ¦
_•
• ' The ' Mules _
p layed extremely well in the
first half , p laying Amherst to a
d r a w .
Midfielders
Dave Manning
'02 and Jamie
Lue '03 helped
control play in
the first half.
Lue scored for the Mules in the 33rd
minute with a spectacular goal. Lue
received a pass from Dan Ruiz '05
and chipped the ball over the head
of the Amherst goalie to tie the
game. Captain Mannipg said, "the
first half was back and forth , neither
MIKIi MliLOSKI / COLBY ECHO
'
team coujd gain a decisive advan()_
Women 's f ield hockey prepares f o r this , weekend's lilt aga inst Wcleyan.
tage."
The second half was a different
ning season after a disappointing offense will be Brlttney Lnznr '04 three form an experienced corcr* story. Amherst started to gain
2000 campaign in . which the team and Wend y Bonner '05.
that should be filled out by Jenn
advantage as they spent a majority
The midfield will look to Brenneman '03, along with Ashley
posted a 6-8 record and they have
of the half in Colby 's end of the
the lineup to do jus t that , losing Brisson for leadershi p; experience Porter 'QA and Maura Myers '04.
field. They put relentless pressure
onl y "three players to graduation , and continued solid play, Kara
TheiMules are r iding hi gh after
on the defense. Goalie And y
The White Mules return a number Hubbard '02 returns as the other their victory and p lay next
Danzinger '03 played tremendous in
of p layers led b y captains Brook midfield starter . Kirn Vassar '03, Saturday, September 15 at 11:00 net in place of the injured David
Brisson '02, Bruce, and Zito . Bruce Meredith Milieu '03, Welch, and a.m. at Crafts Field.
Friedman '02.
is the team 's loading scorer from a lnjoo Han '04 will compete for the
Manning stressed, ' "Danzinger
last midfie|d spot.
year ago as well as a 2000 All
Goalkeeper Torrisi will anchor
NESCAC second team selection,
while Brisson will anchor the mid- the Colby defense, Torrisi finished
field nnd Zito will anchor the the 2000 season with nn impressive
.864 save
percentage.
defense. Bruce is a four-year
starter who. has consistently been Ingrnhnm looks to continue her all
in the top 10 in NESCAC scoring league caliber piny on defense.
during her career. Brisson is also n Ingrnhnm wns the second highest
four-year starter, and Zito is a 21)01) scorer on the 2000 team, nnd the
team lender in defensive saves. In
NESCAC Academic All-Star.Rounding out the attack with 2000 she joined Bruce on the all-Bruce are Sarah Browne '02 and ' NESCAC second team nn'd was
Peters. Lizzy Brandt '02 should elected Colb y 's most valuable
also play important roles in the player. Rodier will j fyin Zito to
'
'
'
1;
attack. Brlneimr death to the ' round out the defensive line. All
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p layed outstanding in net and reall y
gave us a chance to win." Danzinger
could not hold off the Lord Jeffs
attack as they took the lead in the
76th minute of p lay with a goal after
several minutes of pressure. The
Mules ran out-of ga's-at-this-point—
and could not find a way to notch •
the ty ing goal.
_____
Manning~"was encouraged by the
¦
'
performance
against Amherst,
one of the top
the
teams • in
NESCAC. "If we
can put together
two halves like the *
first we will haye a
successful season/'
he said, "we will
be able to compete
with the top teams
in the NESCAC."
Manning also was encouraged
by the play of Dan Ruiz '05 and i
Ryan Boccuzzi '05. He said "p laying
in their first game they really
showed some poise apd" played ¦"'
well." Manning also said Ruiz provides the Mules with versatility,
play ing three positions Sunday.
Manning said the key to the season
would be developing more consistency, maintaining a hi gh level of
play nnd putting more pressure on
in the offense end throughout the
game.
',
The Mules play again Saturday,
Sept. 15 at 1:30 at home against
Wesleynri,

Next issue men's cross country, football pregame,
women's soccer along with others will be featured.
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